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MORITA EQUIVALENCES BETWEEN ALGEBRAIC
DEPENDENT TYPE THEORIES
VALERY ISAEV
Abstract. We define a notion of equivalence between algebraic dependent
type theories which we call Morita equivalence. This notion has a simple
syntactic description and an equivalent description in terms of models of the
theories. The category of models of a type theory often carries a natural
structure of a model category. If this holds for the categories of models of two
theories, then a map between them is a Morita equivalence if and only if the
adjunction generated by it is a Quillen equivalence.
1. Introduction
Homotopy type theory can be seen as an internal language of∞-categories. One
way to formalize this point of view is to define a (semi-)model structure on the
category of models of a type theory and prove that it is Quillen equivalent to a
model category presenting the ∞-category of ∞-categories with some additional
structure depending on the theory. This implies that every such∞-category can be
presented in the form of a model of this type theory and the theory is naturally “the
internal language” of its models. Such (semi-)model structures were constructed
in [4] and [5]. A partial progress on the latter point was made in [6], where an
equivalence between the ∞-category of finitely complete ∞-categories and the ∞-
category of models of the type theory with identity types, Σ-types, and unit types
was constructed.
A type theory often can be formulated in several different ways so that the
categories of models of these theories are not equivalent For example, we give several
ways to formulate the theory of Π-types in subsection 6.1. A natural question is
whether the categories of models of these theories are equivalent in an appropriate
sense. If we can answer this question positively, then it does not matter which
theory we use to formulate conjectures about the category of its models such as the
one mentioned above.
There is another reason why we might be interested in this question. There are
several theories which should be equivalent in some sense:
• The theory of a unit type and the theory of a contractible type should
be equivalent since the only difference between them is that the former
postulate the contractibility of a type judgmentally.
• It seems that the previous example generalizes to many theories such as
the theory of identity types or various theories of inductive types. We can
replace judgmental equality rules with their propositional analogues. For
example, the rule Γ ⊢ J(A, a,D, d, a, refl(a)) ≡ d[a] is replaced with a new
construction Jeq(A,D, d, a) : Id(J(A, a,D, d, a, refl(a)), d[a]). These two
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theories should be equivalent and, since the theory with the propositional
rule is cofibrant, it is a cofibrant replacement of the theory of identity types.
• If a theory has a judgmental equality between types, then we can replace
it with an equivalence between these types. It is useful to know that these
theories are equivalent since there are many examples of models of the
theory with the equivalence which are not known to be models of the theory
with the judgmental rule.
• There are two ways in which the theory of Σ-types can be defined: one of
them uses projections and the η-rule and the other uses usual eliminator
rule.
• The theories of dependent and non-dependent function types should be
equivalent (assuming Σ-types). This is similar to the statement that a
category is locally Cartesian closed if and only if it has the Π-functor.
• The theory of the interval type defined in [4] should be equivalent to the
theory with identity types and the unit type.
For every pair of theories listed above, one of the theories can be interpreted in
the other, but not the other way around. This means that these equivalences should
be some sort of weak equivalences in a category of type theories. One definition
of such a category was proposed in [2]. In this paper, we define several notions
of weak equivalences between theories including syntactic equivalence and Morita
equivalence.
There is a natural notion of weak equivalences between models of type theories.
It was shown in [4] that if a theory has the interval type, then there is a model
structure on the category of models of this theory. We will prove that there is also
a model structure on the category of theories with the interval type with Morita
equivalences as weak equivalences.
Morita equivalence between theories T1 and T2 is defined as a map f : T1 → T2
such that the unit ηX : X → f
∗(f!(X)) of the adjunction f! ⊣ f
∗ generated by this
map is a weak equivalence for every cofibrant object X . Note that the notions of
weak equivalences between models and cofibrant models make sense even the model
structure does not exist. If it does exist, then a map is a Morita equivalence if and
only if the adjunction is a Quillen equivalence. This gives us a tool that allows
us to compare models of different type theories. Syntactic equivalences are weaker
than Morita equivalences. A map is a syntactic equivalence if the initial models of
theories are weakly equivalent. More precisely, a map f : T1 → T2 is a syntactic
equivalence if and only if the unique map 0→ f∗(0) is a weak equivalence.
There is also a characterization of Morita equivalences in syntactic terms. It
seems that this characterization is the most useful one if we want to check that a
specific map is a Morita equivalence. To work with this characterization, it is useful
to assume that the theories are confluent. Roughly speaking, this means that we
can choose a direction of axioms so that this relation is confluent. We will give a
formal definition of confluent theories in the setting of algebraic type theories.
Unfortunately, we still do not know whether all of the examples listed above are
indeed Morita equivalences. Nevertheless, we prove that this is true for the first
example and give several other simple examples.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we give several definitions of
syntactic equivalences and Morita equivalences and prove that they are equivalent.
In section 3, we construct a model structure on the category of theories with the
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interval type. In section 4, we give a characterization of trivial fibrations between
theories. In section 5, we define confluent theories and prove their properties. In
section 6, we give several examples of Morita equivalences. In section 7, we summa-
rize the results of this paper and discuss issues that prevent us from constructing
more examples of Morita equivalences.
2. Morita equivalences of theories
In this section we define several notions of weak equivalence of algebraic depen-
dent type theories.
2.1. Algebraic dependent type theories. Recall that an algebraic dependent
type theory T consists of a set F of function symbols, a set P of predicate symbols
and a set of axioms. The set of sorts S is defined as {ctx , tm} × N. We also
write (ty , n) for (ctx , n + 1). Every function symbol σ ∈ F is equipped with a
signature σ : s1 × . . . × sk → s where s1, . . . sk, s ∈ S. Every predicate symbol
R ∈ P is equipped with a signature R : s1 × . . .× sk where s1, . . . sk ∈ S. The set
TermT (V )s of terms of sort s with variable in V is defined inductively from F as
usual. An atomic formula with variables in V is an expression either of the form
t1 = t2 where ti ∈ TermT (V )s or of the form R(t1, . . . tk) where ti ∈ TermT (V )si .
A formula with variables in V is an expression of the form ϕ1 ∧ . . . ∧ ϕn where ϕi
are atomic formulas. An axiom is an expression of the form ϕ
V
ψ where ϕ and
ψ are formulas with variables in V . We will write ϕ
T
V
ψ to denote the fact that
sequent ϕ
V
ψ is derivable in T using the following inference rules:
ϕ
V
ϕ (b1)
ϕ
V
ψ ψ
V
χ
(b2)
ϕ
V
χ
ϕ
V
⊤ (b3)
ϕ ∧ ψ
V
ϕ (b4) ϕ ∧ ψ
V
ψ (b5)
ϕ
V
ψ ϕ
V
χ
(b6)
ϕ
V
ψ ∧ χ
x
x↓ (a1) x = y ∧ ϕ
V,x,y
ϕ[y/x] (a2)
ϕ
V
ψ
, x ∈ FV (ϕ) (a3)
ϕ[t/x]
V,V ′
ψ[t/x]
We will give several proofs by induction on the derivation of a sequent. We
need to work with sequents in which the left hand side has some property, but in a
derivation of a sequent in this logic the left hand side may vary arbitrary. Thus we
describe another set of rules which is equivalent to this one and in which the left
hand side stays the same. We call these rules the natural deduction system. In this
system the right hand side of all sequents is an atomic formula.
(nv)
ϕ
V
x↓
ϕ
V
a = b
(ns)
ϕ
V
b = a
(nh)
ϕ1 ∧ . . . ∧ ϕn
V
ϕi
ϕ
V
a = b ϕ
V
ψ[a/x]
(nl)
ϕ
V
ψ[b/x]
ϕ
V
R(t1, . . . tn)
(np)
ϕ
V
ti ↓
ϕ
V
σ(t1, . . . tn)↓
(nf)
ϕ
V
ti ↓
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where R is a predicate symbol of the theory and σ is its function symbol.
Finally, for every axiom ψ1 ∧ . . .∧ψn
x1:s1,...xk:sk
χ1 ∧ . . .∧χm and for all terms
t1 : s1, . . . tk : sk, we have the following rules for all 1 ≤ j ≤ m:
ϕ
V
ti ↓, 1 ≤ i ≤ k ϕ
V
ψi[t1/x1, . . . tk/xk], 1 ≤ i ≤ n
(na)
ϕ
V
χj [t1/x1, . . . tk/xk]
Proposition 2.1. A sequent ϕ
V
ψ1∧ . . .∧ψn is derivable in the system of rules
(b1)-(b6), (a1)-(a3) if and only if sequents ϕ
V
ψ1, . . .ϕ
V
ψn are derivable
in the natural deduction system.
Proof. It is easy to prove the “if” part. Conversely, the rules (b1), (b4), and (b5)
follow from (nh), the rules (b3) and (b6) hold trivially, the rule (a1) follows from
(nv), the rule (a2) follows from (nl) and (nh), and every axiom is derivable from
(na).
To prove the rule (b2), we just need to show that if sequents ϕ
V
ψ1, . . .ϕ
V
ψn, and ψ1 ∧ . . .∧ψn
V
χ are derivable in the natural deduction, then ϕ
V
χ
is also derivable. We can construct a derivation tree for this sequent as a derivation
tree for ψ1∧ . . .∧ψn
V
χ in which the left hand sides of all sequents are replaced
with ϕ and rules (nh) are replaced with derivation trees for ϕ
V
ψi.
To prove the rule (a3), consider a derivation tree for a sequent ϕ
V
ψ. To
construct a derivation tree for ϕ[t/x]
V,V ′
ψ[t/x], we just need to apply the sub-
stitution to every sequent in this derivation tree. The only rule that is not closed
under substitution is (nv). By assumption, x ∈ FV (ϕ). In this case the sequent
ϕ[t/x]
V,V ′
t↓ is derivable from (np), (nf) and the following rules:
ϕ
V
t1 = t2
(ne1)
ϕ
V
t1 ↓
ϕ
V
t1 = t2
(ne2)
ϕ
V
t2 ↓
The rule (ne2) follows from (nl) if we take ψ(x) = (x = b). The rule (ne1) follows
from (ne2) and (ns). 
We will need the following lemma later:
Lemma 2.2. A sequent ϕ
x1,...xn
ψ is provable in a theory T if and only if the
sequent ψ[c1/x1, . . . cn/xn] is provable in the theory T ∪ { ci ↓ | 1 ≤ i ≤
n} ∪ {ϕ[c1/x1, . . . cn/xn]}, where c1, . . . cn are fresh constants.
Proof. This follows from [9, Theorem 10, Theorem 11]. 
2.2. Model categories of models of type theories. To define Morita equiva-
lences between two theories T1 and T2, they must have some additional structure.
We assume that all of the theories are equipped with a morphism from the theory
that has one function symbol Id : (tm, 0) × (tm, 0) → (ty , 0) and the only axiom
Id(x, y) ↓
x,y
ty(x) = ty(y). We will denote this theory by Id0. We often need
to assume even more structure, but we will always state additional assumptions
explicitly.
Let T be a theory under Id0 and let X be a model of T . A relative homotopy
between terms a, a′ ∈ X(tm,n) is a term h ∈ X(tm,n) such that ty(h) = Id(a, a
′).
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A relative homotopy between types A,A′ ∈ X(ty,n) is a tuple (f, g, p, g
′, p′), where
f, g, p, g′, p′ ∈ X(tm,n+1) such that
x : A ⊢ f : A′
y : A′ ⊢ g : A
x : A ⊢ p : Id(g[y 7→ f ], x)
y : A′ ⊢ g′ : A
y : A′ ⊢ p′ : Id(f [x 7→ g], y)
In general the homotopy relation is not an equivalence relation, but it is if T
also has the reflexivity and transport operations:
⊢ refl(x) : Id(x, x)
⊢ p : Id(a, a′) ⊢ b : B[a]
⊢ transport(B, a, a′, p, b) : B[a′]
Let X and Y be models of a theory with identity types. A morphism of models
f : X → Y is weak equivalence if it satisfies the following conditions:
(1) For all A ∈ X(ty,n) and a ∈ Y(tm,n) such that ty(a) = f(A), there is a term
a′ ∈ X(tm,n) such that ty(a
′) = A and f(a′) is relatively homotopic to a.
In this case we will say that f is essentially surjective on terms.
(2) For all Γ ∈ X(ctx ,n) and A ∈ Y(ty,n) such that ft(A) = f(Γ), there is a type
A′ ∈ X(ty,n) such that ft(A
′) = Γ and f(A′) is relatively homotopic to A.
In this case we will say that f is essentially surjective on types.
For every theory T under Id0, we define a set I of maps in the category of models
of T as the set consisting of maps of the form
F ({A : (dp, n)})→ F ({ep(a) = A})
where dty = ctx , dtm = ty, ety(a) = ft(a), etm(a) = ty(a), and F (S) is the free
model generated by the specified generators and relations. The class of cofibrations
of T -Mod is generated by I.
Let J be the set consisting of maps of the following forms:
F ({a : (tm, n)})→ F ({a, a′ : (tm , n), p : Id(a, a′)})
F ({A : (ty , n)})→ F ({A,A′ : (ty , n), f, g, p, g′, p′ : (tm, n+ 1), S}),
where S is the set of formulas asserting that (f, g, p, g′, p′) is a relative homotopy
between A and A′. The class of anodyne extensions is generated by J.
We are interested in question when the classes of cofibrations and weak equiva-
lences as defined above determine a model structure or a left semi-model structure.
We will use the definition of left semi-model structures given in [5, Lemma 6.7]. We
will say that a theory is a model theory (resp., a semi-model theory) if this model
structure (resp., left semi-model structure) exists on the category of its models. We
proved several results about model structures in [3] which are useful when working
with this model structure and they also apply to left semi-model structure.
Proposition 2.3. A theory is a model theory if and only if the weak equivalences
satisfy the 2-out-of-3 property and pushouts of maps in J are weak equivalences. A
theory is a semi-model theory if and only if the weak equivalences satisfy the 2-out-
of-6 property and a pushout of a map in J is a weak equivalence if it has a cofibrant
domain.
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Proof. This follows from [3, Proposition 3.1] and the fact that weak equivalences
are closed under transfinite compositions. 
It was shown in [5] that a certain theory with identity types, Σ-types, and Π-
types is a semi-model theory. We proved in [4] that all theories under coe1 + σ +
Path + wUA are model theories. The argument that shows this actually applies
to any theory under coel
′
2 + Path + wUA (see the cited paper for the definition of
these theories). We will prove that a theory under coe1 + σ+Path+wUA is often
equivalent to a theory under coel
′
2 +Path + wUA, so we might work with either of
them, but we prefer to use the latter theory since it is harder to show that theories
with the σ-rule are confluent (see section 5 for a definition of a confluent theory).
2.3. Morita equivalences. Now, we can give the main definition of this paper.
Definition 2.4. A Morita equivalence between theories T1 and T2 is a morphism
f : T1 → T2 such that for every cofibrant model X of T1, the unit ηX : X →
f∗(f!(X)) of the adjunction f! ⊣ f
∗ is a weak equivalence. We will say that f is a
strict Morita equivalence if ηX is a weak equivalence for every X . We will say that
f is a syntactic equivalence if ηX is a weak equivalence when X is the initial model.
Example 2.5. Let TI be the theory with identity types, Σ-types, Π-types, natural
numbers, functional extensionality, and uniqueness of identity proofs. Let TE be
the same theory together with the extensionality axiom. Hofmann proved in [1,
Theorem 3.2.5] that the obvious map TI → TE is a syntactic equivalence. It should
be possible to extend the proof to prove that it is a Morita equivalence.
If the theories are semi-model, then we can give a characterization of Morita
equivalences in terms of the semi-model structures on the categories of their models.
Proposition 2.6. Let T1 and T2 be semi-model theories. Then, for every morphism
f : T1 → T2, the adjunction f! ⊣ f
∗ is a Quillen adjunction. It is a Quillen
equivalence if and only if f is a Morita equivalence.
Proof. Since f! is a left adjoint, it preserves object defined by generators and re-
lations. Since the set of generating cofibration I and the set of generating trivial
cofibration JI are both defined in terms of generators and relations, this implies
that f! preserves them. Hence f! ⊣ f
∗ is a Quillen adjunction. The second part of
the proposition follows from [3, Corollary 3.9]. 
We can give a useful characterization of (strict) Morita equivalences. To do this,
we need to define a notion of a relative homotopy between terms in a theory. Let
T be a theory with identity types and let ϕ be a formula of T . A relative homotopy
between types A,A′ ∈ TermT (V )(ty,n) with respect to ϕ is a tuple f, g, p, g
′, p′ ∈
TermT (V )(tm,n+1) such that sequent ϕ
V
ψ is derivable in T , where ψ is the
conjunction of formulas that appear in the definition of a relative homotopy for
models. If a, a′ ∈ TermT (V )(tm,n) are terms such that ϕ
V
ty(a) = ty(a′), then a
relative homotopy between a and a′ with respect to ϕ is a term h ∈ TermT (V )(tm,n)
such that sequent ϕ
V
ty(h) = Id(a, a′) is derivable in T . If a and a′ are such
that only ϕ
V
ft(ty(a)) = ft(ty(a′)) is true, then a relative (heterogeneous)
homotopy between a and a′ with respect to ϕ is a relative homotopy f, g, p, g′, p′
between ty(a) and ty(a′) together with a relative homotopy between f [a] and a′.
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Let V be a set of variables and let ϕ be a formula with free variables in V . We
will say that a morphism f : T1 → T2 of theories with identity types has the weak
lifting property with respect to V, ϕ if for every term A ∈ TermT1(V )(dp,n) and
every term a ∈ TermT2(V )(p,n) such that ϕ
V
A↓ and f(ϕ)
V
ep(a) = f(A),
there exists a term a′ ∈ TermT1(V )(p,n) such that f(a
′) is relatively homotopic to a
with respect to ϕ. We will say that f has the lifting property with respect to V, ϕ
if f(a′) is not only homotopic to a, but also equals it.
If P is a set of pairs of the form V, ϕ, then we will say that a map has the (weak)
lifting property with respect to P if it has this property with respect to every
element of P . We define P0 as the singleton set {∅,⊤}, PS as the set of all pairs,
and PM as the set of pairs V, ϕ such that V = {x1, . . . xk} and ϕ = ϕ1 ∧ . . . ∧ ϕk,
where ϕi equals to ep(xi) = ti, where ti is a term of T1 with free variables in
{x1, . . . xi−1} such that for every 1 ≤ i ≤ k, sequent ϕ1 ∧ . . .∧ϕi−1
x1,...xi−1
ti ↓ is
derivable in T1.
Proposition 2.7. A morphism f : T1 → T2 between theories with identity types is
a strict Morita equivalence if and only if it has the weak lifting property with respect
to PS .
Proof. First, we need to introduce an auxiliary construction. Let T be a theory,
let V be a set of variables, and let A be a set formulas of T with variables in
V . Then we define Syn(T, V,A) as Syn(T ∪ {Ox : s | x ∈ Vs} ∪ sp(A)) (functors
Syn and Lang are defined in [4]), where sp(A) consists of formulas of the form
Ox ↓ for every x ∈ V and formulas of A in which every variable x is replaced
with Ox. If f : T1 → T2 is a morphism of theories, then it is easy to see that
f!(Syn(T1, V,A)) = Syn(T2, V, f(A)).
Let us prove the “only if” direction. Note that elements of Syn(T1, V, { ϕ })
correspond to terms t of T1 with variables in V such that ϕ T1
V
t↓. Moreover, two
terms t1 and t2 map to the same element under this correspondence if and only if
ϕ
T1
V
t1 = t2. Analogous statement holds for Syn(T2, V, { f(ϕ) }). Using
this correspondence, the required conditions immediately follow from the fact that
map Syn(T1, V, { ϕ })→ f
∗(Syn(T2, V, { f(ϕ) })) is a weak equivalence.
Now, let us prove the “if” direction. Let M be a model of T1. Note that M
is isomorphic to Syn(T1, U(M),A), where U(M) is the underlying set of M and
A is the set of formulas of the form x = σ(x1, . . . xk) and R(x1, . . . xk) for all
x, x1, . . . xk ∈M such that these formulas hold in M . Note that sp(A) is the set of
axioms of Lang(M).
Let A ∈ M(dp,n) and a ∈ f
∗(f!(M)) be elements such that ep(a) = A. Since
f!(M) = Syn(T2, U(M), f(A)), a is a closed term of T2. There is a finite subsetA0 of
A such that
T2∪sp(A0)
ep(a) = A. Let ϕ be the conjunction ofA0, and let b andB be
a and A, respectively, in which every constant Ox is replaced with variable x. Then
ϕ
T2
U(M)
ep(b) = B. By assumption, there exist a term b
′ ∈ TermT1(U(M))(p,n) and
a relative homotopy h between f(b) and b′. These terms correspond under sp to
elements of M and f∗(f!(M)), respectively. These conditions imply that b
′ is the
required lifting and h is the required homotopy. 
Analogous characterizations hold for Morita and syntactic equivalences:
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Proposition 2.8. A morphism f : T1 → T2 between theories with identity types is
a Morita equivalence if and only if it has the weak lifting property with respect to
PM .
Proof. Suppose that f is a Morita equivalence. To prove that f has the weak lifting
property, we just need to show that model M = Syn(T1, {x1, . . . xk}, { ϕ })
constructed in the previous proposition is cofibrant. Note that for every 1 ≤ i ≤ k,
we have the following pushout square:
F ({A : (dp, n)})

// Syn(T1, {x1, . . . xi−1}, { ϕ1 ∧ . . . ∧ ϕi−1 })

F ({ep(a) = A}) // Syn(T1, {x1, . . . xi}, { ϕ1 ∧ . . . ∧ ϕi }),
❴✤
where the top arrow maps A to ti and the bottom arrow maps a to xi. This shows
that M is a relative I-cell complex.
Now, let us prove the converse. We just need to show that if M is a cofibrant
model of T1, then we can choose formula ϕ in the second part of the proof of the
previous proposition so that it satisfies the conditions of this proposition.
Since every cofibrant object is a retract of a relative I-cell complex and Morita
equivalences are closed under retracts, we may assume that M is a relative I-cell
complex. Moreover, we may assume that there are subsets {Si}i∈N of elements of
M such that we have the following pushout diagrams:
∐
x∈Si
F ({Ax : (dp, n)})

// Mi
∐
x∈Si
F ({ep(ax) = Ax}) // Mi+1,
❴✤
M0 is the initial model, M is the colimit of Mi, and map F ({ep(ax) = Ax}) →
Mi+1 →M sends ax to x.
Note that Mi is isomorphic to Syn(T1,
⋃
1≤j≤i Sj ,Ai), where Ai consists of for-
mulas of the form ep(x) = t, where x ∈ Si and t ∈ TermT1(
⋃
1≤j<i Sj) corresponds
to the image of Ax in Mi−1. Thus, M is isomorphic to Syn(T1,
⋃
i∈N Si,
⋃
i∈NAi).
Now, if we choose a finite subset of
⋃
i∈NAi as before, then the conjunction of this
subset satisfies the required conditions. 
Proposition 2.9. A morphism f : T1 → T2 between theories with identity types is
a syntactic equivalence if and only if it has the weak lifting property with respect to
P0.
Proof. This is obvious since elements of the initial model of T1 are closed terms t
of T1 such that t↓ is derivable. 
We will show that there is a model structure on the category of theories with
the interval type, path types and the weak univalence axiom as described in [4].
Note that if we assume only usual identity types with the J rule since, then no
such model structure (or left semi-model structure, or structure of a cofibration
category) can exist since trivial cofibrations are not closed under pushouts. Indeed,
consider theories T1 = Id ∐ {A : (ty , 0), A ↓} and T2 = Id ∐ {A,A
′ : (ty , 0), a :
(tm, 1), A ↓, A′ ↓, A ⊢ a : A′}, where Id is some version of the theory of identity
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types. Proposition 2.7 implies that the obvious morphism T1 → T2 is a strict
Morita equivalence. Now, consider the theory T3 = {σ : (ty, 0) → (ty , 0), σ(x) ↓}.
Then the map T1 ∐ T3 → T2 ∐ T3 is not even a syntactic equivalence since types
σ(A) and σ(A′) are equal in T2∐T3, but there is no term between them in T1∐T3.
It was shown in [4] that the category of models of a theory under coe1 + σ +
Path + wUA carries a model structure. If the theory has only identity types, then
there is only a left semi-model structure as shown in [5]. We can generalize this
theorem using the following lemma:
Lemma 2.10. Let T1 be a theory such that the weak equivalences in T1-Mod
satisfy the 2-out-of-6 property. If T2 is a semi-model theory and F : T1 → T2 is a
Morita equivalence, then T1 is also semi-model and F! ⊣ F
∗ is a Quillen equivalence
between T1-Mod and T2-Mod.
Proof. By Proposition 2.3, we just need to prove that pushouts of maps in J with
cofibrant codomains are weak equivalences in T1-Mod. Let f : X → Y be a pushout
of a map in J such that X is cofibrant. Since F! preserves pushouts and maps in
J, the map F!(f) is a weak equivalence. The functor F
∗ always preserves weak
equivalences. Thus, F ∗(F!(f)) is a weak equivalence. Since X and Y are cofibrant,
the maps ηX : X → F
∗(F!(X)) and ηY : Y → F
∗(F!(Y )) are weak equivalences.
Hence, f is also a weak equivalence. 
Note that [5, Proposition 3.3] implies that, for all theories with identity types,
Σ-types, and the unit type, the weak equivalences satisfy the 2-out-of-6 property.
Thus, the first condition of the previous lemma is often true. We believe that this
might be true more generally for all theories with only identity types, but the proofs
become much harder without Σ-types.
Finally, let us prove an analogous lemma for strict Morita equivalences:
Lemma 2.11. Let T1 be a theory under Id0 + transport. If T2 is a model theory
and F : T1 → T2 is a strict Morita equivalence, then T1 is also model and F! ⊣ F
∗
is a Quillen equivalence between T1-Mod and T2-Mod.
Proof. Since we have the transport operation, the homotopy relation is transitive.
This implies that weak equivalences are closed under composition. It is also easy
to see that if f : X → Y and g : Y → Z are maps such that g and g ◦ f are weak
equivalences, then f is also a weak equivalence. Now, the same proof as in the
previous lemma shows that F! reflects weak equivalences.
By Theorem 4.2, Proposition 4.3, and Proposition 4.4 from [3], the model struc-
ture on T1-Mod exists if there is a path object functor P : T1-Mod → T1-Mod
such that p : P (X) → X × X belongs to J-inj and π1 ◦ p belongs to I-inj. We
can define P (X) as usual factorization of the diagonal X → X × X into a map
t : X → P (X) in J-cell followed by a map p : P (X) → X × X in J-inj. Since F!
preserves maps in J-cell, the map F!(t) is a weak equivalence. By the 2-out-of-3
property, the map F!(π1◦p) is also a weak equivalence. Since F! reflects weak equiv-
alences, this implies that π1 ◦ p is a weak equivalence. Now, since π1 ◦ p belongs to
J-inj, [3, Proposition 3.1] implies that it also belongs to I-inj. 
3. Model structure on theories
In this section we define a model structure on the category of algebraic dependent
type theories with enough structure.
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3.1. Categories of theories. It was shown in [9] that partial Horn theories are
equivalent to essentially algebraic theories. It follows that categories of models of
these theories are locally presentable. In this subsection we will prove that different
categories of theories are also locally finitely presentable.
We will consider a prestable theory T under some prestable theory B. Recall
that a prestable theory is a theory T with a map α : L(T ) → T , where L is a
functor defined in [2]. It was shown in [2, Lemma 4.4] that every such theory
is isomorphic to a contextual theory, that is a theory which has FB ∐ (F0 × N),
PB ∐ (P0 ×N) and AB ∐A0 as the sets of function and predicate symbols and the
set of axioms, respectively, where F0, P0, and A0 are some sets and FB, PB, and
AB are the corresponding sets of B. Elements of F0, P0 and A0 are called basic
function symbols, basic predicate symbols, and basic axioms.
Now, we give an explicit construction of coproducts and coequalizers in the cat-
egory B/PStS0 of prestable theories under B, which is similar to the one described
in [2, Proposition 2.12] for the category of theories. If {Ti}i∈I is a set of theories
under B, then the basic function and predicate symbols and axioms of
∐
i∈I Ti are
the disjoint union of corresponding sets of Ti. If f, g : T → T
′ is a pair of maps of
theories under B, then their coequalizer can be defined as T ′ together with the fol-
lowing axioms for every basic function symbol σ and every basic predicate symbol
R of T :
x1,...xk
f(σ(x1, . . . xk)) ∼= g(σ(x1, . . . xk))
f(R(x1, . . . xk))
x1,...xk
g(R(x1, . . . xk))
The colimit of a diagram T : I → B/PStS0 can be described as the coequalizer of
the coproduct
∐
i∈I Ti as usual. Thus we can assume that the sets of basic function
and predicate symbols of colimi∈ITi are disjoint unions of the corresponding sets
of Ti. The axioms of colimi∈ITi are axioms of Ti together with axioms of the form
x1,...xn
σ(x1, . . . xn) ∼= f(σ(x1, . . . xn)) and R(x1, . . . xn)
x1,...xn
f(R(x1, . . . xn))
for every morphism f : Ti → Tj in the diagram and every function symbol σ and
predicate symbol R of Ti which are not symbols of B.
Let λ be a regular cardinal. We will say that a theory T = ((S,F0 ∐ F ,P0 ∐
P),A0 ∐A) in ThB is λ-small if cardinalities of sets F , P and A are less than λ.
We will say that T is finite if it is ℵ0-small.
Proposition 3.1. The category of prestable theories under a prestable theory B is
locally finitely presentable. An object of this category is λ-presentable if and only if
it is isomorphic to a λ-small object.
Proof. First, let us prove that every λ-small object is λ-presentable. Let colimi∈ITi
be a directed colimit of theories in B/PStS0 . Every term and every formula of
a theory is constructed from a finite number of function and predicate symbols.
Thus for every formula of colimi∈ITi there exists a theory Ti such that this formula
belongs to Ti. The same is true for terms and restricted terms.
Every derivation of a theorem ϕ
V
ψ is constructed from a finite number of
function symbols, predicate symbols and axioms. Thus for every theorem ϕ
V
ψ
of colimi∈ITi there exists a theory Ti such that ϕ
V
ψ is a theorem of Ti. Note
that the additional axioms of colimi∈ITi that was added for every f : Ti → Tj are
always true in Tj.
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Let h : T → colimi∈ITi be a morphism from a λ-small theory T to a λ-directed
colimit of theories {Ti}i∈I . Since T is λ-small, there exists a theory Ti such that for
every function symbol σ, predicate symbol R and axiom ϕ
V
ψ of T , restricted
terms h(σ(x1, . . . xn)) and formulae h(R(x1, . . . xn)) belong to Ti, and h(ϕ)
V
h(ψ) is a theorem of T . Thus h factors through Ti.
Let h1, h2 : T → Ti be morphisms such that gi ◦ h1 = gi ◦ h2, where gi : Ti →
colimi∈ITi. Then for every function symbol σ of T , sequent
x1,...xn
h1(σ(x1, . . . xn)) ∼= h2(σ(x1, . . . xn))
is a theorem of colimi∈ITi. But we already know that there exists a theory Tj such
that i ≤ j and this sequent is a theorem of Tj. The same is true for every predicate
symbol of T . It follows that f ◦ h1 = f ◦ h2, where f : Ti → Tj .
Now, let us prove that B/PStS0 is locally finitely presentable. We only need to
show that every theory in B/PStS0 is a λ-directed colimit of its λ-small subtheories.
Let T be a theory, and let {fi : Ti → T
′}i∈I be a cocone over the diagram of λ-
small subtheories of T . For every basic function or predicate symbol p of T , there
is a finite subtheory Tp of T which contains symbols and axioms of B and one
additional symbol p and no other axiom. A morphism h of cocones T and T ′ must
commute with morphisms from Tp. Thus it must be defined as h(p(x1, . . . xn)) =
fp(p(x1, . . . xn)); hence it is unique. To prove that this defines a morphism, we
need to show that h preserves axioms of T . But every axiom involves only a finite
number of symbols of T . Hence there exists a subtheory Ti of T which consists of
these symbols and this axiom. Since fi is a morphism of theories, this axiom also
holds in T ′.
Finally, let us prove that every λ-presentable theory T in B/PStS0 is isomorphic
to a λ-small theory. Consider the identity map idT : T → T . Since T is a λ-directed
colimit of its λ-small subtheories, idT factors through some λ-small subtheory T
′
of T . Thus we have maps f : T → T ′ and g : T ′ → T such that g ◦ f = idT . Since
T is a coequalizer of f ◦ g and idT ′ , it is isomorphic to the coequalizer of f ◦ g and
idT ′ as constructed above, which is a λ-small theory. 
Corollary 3.2. The categories of stable and c-stable theories and categories of
(stable, c-stable) algebraic dependent type theories are all locally finitely presentable.
Proof. Each of this categories is a full reflective subcategory of the category of
prestable theories closed under all colimits. It follows from the previous proposition
that they are locally finitely presentable. 
3.2. Model structure. Let TI = coe
l′
2 +Path+wUA be the theory defined in [4].
In this subsection we define a model structure on the category TI/TT of algebraic
dependent type theories under TI .
To construct this model structure, we need to recall a few definitions from [3].
A reflexive cylinder object CU (V ) for a map i : U → V is any factorization of
[idV , idV ] : V ∐U V → V . Maps f, g : V → X are homotopic relative to a cylinder
object [i0, i1] : V ∐U V → CU (V ), if there exists a map h : CU (V ) → X such that
h ◦ i0 = f and h ◦ i1 = g. In this case we will write f ∼i g. We say that a map
f : X → Y has RLP up to ∼i with respect to i : U → V if for every commutative
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square of the form
U
u //
∼i
i

X
f

V
v
//
g
??⑦
⑦
⑦
⑦
Y,
there is a dotted arrow g : V → X such that g ◦ i = u and (f ◦ g) ∼i v. We will say
that a map has RLP up to relative homotopy with respect to a set I of maps if it
has RLP up to ∼i with respect to every i ∈ I.
We will also need the following theorem from [3]:
Theorem 3.3. Let C be a complete and cocomplete category, and let I be a set of
maps of C such that the domains and the codomains of maps in I are small relative
to I-cell. For every i : U → V ∈ I, choose a reflexive relative cylinder object CU (V )
such that [i0, i1] : V ∐U V → CU (V ) ∈ I-cof. Let JI = { i0 : V → CU (V ) | i : U →
V ∈ I }, and let WI be the set of maps which have RLP up to relative homotopy
with respect to I.
Suppose that for all composable f ∈ JI-cell ∪ WI and g, if g ◦ f ∈ WI, then
g ∈ WI. Then there exists a cofibrantly generated model structure on C with I as a
set of generating cofibrations, JI as a set of generating trivial cofibrations, and WI
as a class of weak equivalences.
For every sequence (p1, n1), . . . (pk+1, nk+1) of sorts, let T(p1,n1),...(pk+1,nk+1) be
the theory with function symbols σi : (p1, n1) × . . . × (pi−1, ni−1) → (dpi , ni) for
every 1 ≤ i ≤ k, σk+1 : (p1, n1) × . . . × (pk, nk) → (pk+1, nk+1), and axioms
ϕ1 ∧ . . . ∧ ϕi
x1,...xi
σi+1(x1, . . . xi) ↓ for every 1 ≤ i ≤ k, where ϕj equals to
epj (xj) = σj(x1, . . . xj−1). Let I be the set of maps of the form Tl,(dp,n) → Tl,(p,n),
where l = s1, . . . sk is any sequence of sorts, σi maps to σi for every 1 ≤ i ≤ k,
and σk+1 maps to ep(σk+1). Let I0 ⊆ I be the subset which consists of the maps
Tl,(dp,n) → Tl,(p,n) such that l is empty.
For every map in I, we need to define a relative cylinder object for it. Let
CTl,(ty,n)(Tl,(tm,n)) be the theory with the same symbols and axioms as Tl, three
additional function symbol σ, σ′, h : s1 × . . . × sk → (tm, n), and axioms making
h into a relative homotopy between σ and σ′ with respect to ϕ1 ∧ . . . ∧ ϕk. Anal-
ogously, we define CTl,(ctx,n)(Tl,(ty,n)) to be the theory with the same symbols and
axioms as Tl, seven additional function symbols σ, σ
′ : s1 × . . . × sk → (ty, n),
f, g, g′, p, q : s1 × . . . × sk → (tm, n + 1), and axioms making (f, g, g
′, p, q) into a
relative homotopy between σ and σ′ with respect to ϕ1 ∧ . . . ∧ ϕk. Maps i0, i1 :
Tl,(tm,n) → CTl,(ty,n)(Tl,(tm,n)) and their retraction s : CTl,(ty,n)(Tl,(tm,n))→ Tl,(tm,n)
are defined in the obvious way.
Remark 3.4. By Proposition 2.8, a map has RLP up to relative homotopy with
respect to I if and only if it is a Morita equivalence. Similarly, Proposition 2.9
implies that a map has RLP up to relative homotopy with respect to I0 if and only
if it is a syntactic equivalence.
Lemma 3.5. Let f : X → Y be a pushout of i0 : Tl,(tm,n) → CTl,(ty,n)(Tl,(tm,n)) (in
the category of I-stable theories under TI) and let g : Y → X be the retraction of
f which is the pushout of s. Let ϕ be a formula of X such that for every predicate
symbol R occurring in ϕ, sequent R(x1, . . . xk)
x1,...xk
α(L(R))(I, I×x1, . . . I×xk)
is derivable in X.
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Then for every term t of Y such that f(ϕ)
V
t ↓, terms t and f(g(t)) are
relatively homotopic with respect to f(ϕ).
Proof. This lemma is analogous to [4, Lemma 3.7]. We defined there a function
h : TermY (V )(p,n) → TermY (L(V ))(p,n+1) such that h preserves theorems in the
sense that if χ
V
ψ is a theorem of Y , then h(χ)∧
∧
x∈L(V ) ctx
n(x) = I
L(V )
h(ψ)
is also a theorem. Note that h(f(ϕ)) = α(L(f(ϕ))) since f(ϕ) contains only symbols
of X . The condition we put on ϕ implies that sequent f(ϕ)
V
h(f(ϕ))[ρ] is
derivable, where ρ(x) = I × x. Thus we have the following theorem: f(ϕ)
V
h(t)[ρ]↓.
Moreover, we have theorems h(t)[ρ] ↓
V
h(t)[ρ][left] = f(g(t)) and h(t)[ρ] ↓
V
h(t)[ρ][right] = t (here, [ρ] is an operation of substitution on terms and
[left] and [right] are derived function symbols in the theory; we are sorry for this
clash of the notation). Thus h(t)[ρ] gives us the required homotopy between t and
f(g(t)). 
Theorem 3.6. There exists a model structure on the category of I-stable algebraic
dependent type theories under TI with I as the set of generating cofibrations, Morita
equivalences as weak equivalences, and in which all objects are fibrant. We call it
the Morita model structure.
Proof. Note that the set WI consists of Morita equivalences. Since Quillen equiv-
alences satisfy the 2-out-of-3 property, by Proposition 2.6, Morita equivalences
between theories under TI also satisfy it. Since the codomains of maps in I
are finite, Morita equivalences are closed under transfinite compositions. Thus
by Theorem 3.3, we just need to prove that pushouts of maps i0 : Tl,(p,n) →
CTl,(dp,n)(Tl,(p,n)) are Morita equivalences. Let f : X → Y be a pushout of i0 and
let g : Y → X be its retract. Let ϕ be a formula of X which does not contain
any predicate symbols and let A be a term of X such that ϕ
V
A ↓. Let a
be a term of Y such that f(ϕ)
V
ep(a) = f(A). If we define a
′ as g(a), then
ϕ
V
ep(a
′) = A and the fact that f(a′) and a are relatively homotopic follows
from Lemma 3.5. 
Lemma 3.5 implies that trivial cofibrations satisfying a mild additional condition
are strict Morita equivalences:
Proposition 3.7. Let f : T1 → T2 be a trivial cofibration such that for every
predicate symbol R of T1, sequent R(x1, . . . xk)
x1,...xk
α(L(R))(I, I×x1, . . . I×xk)
is derivable. Then f is a strict Morita equivalence.
Proof. Since trivial cofibrations are retracts of maps in JI-cell and strict Morita
equivalences are closed under retracts, we just need to prove that maps in JI-cell
are strict Morita equivalences. Since strict Morita equivalences are closed under
transfinite compositions, we just need to prove this for maps f which are pushouts
of maps in JI-cell. Moreover, since maps in JI-cell do not change the set of predicate
symbols, we may assume that the domain and the codomain of f satisfy the same
condition on the predicate symbols as T1. Now, Lemma 3.5 implies that such maps
are strict Morita equivalences. 
Note that the domains and the codomains of maps in I do not have any predicate
symbols. Thus cofibrant objects also do not have them (to be precise, they are
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isomorphic to theories without predicate symbols). So it seems rather pointless to
have predicate symbols at this point. We can consider the full subcategory TTf
of TT on theories without predicate symbols (and without function symbols of the
form σ : s1×. . .×sk → (ctx , 0)). Proposition 3.1 still holds forTTf , so this category
is locally finitely presentable. There is a model structure on TI/TTf in which the
classes of cofibrations, fibrations, and weak equivalences are the intersections of
the corresponding classes in TI/TT with the class of morphisms of TTf . This
model category has the same sets of generating cofibrations and generating trivial
cofibrations as TT.
Proposition 3.8. The inclusion functor TI/TTf → TI/TT has a right adjoint
and this adjunction is a Quillen equivalence.
Proof. We will say that a theory T has enough function symbols if for every re-
stricted term t of sort s with free variables x1 : s1, . . .xk : sk, there is a function
symbol σ : s1 × . . . × sk → s such that sequent
x1,...xk
t ∼= σ(x1, . . . xk) is deriv-
able. Note that every theory T is isomorphic to a theory T ′ with enough function
symbols. Indeed, function symbols of T ′ are just terms of the original theory and
axioms of T ′ are axioms of T together with axioms that say that the new terms are
equivalent to the old ones.
Thus we may restrict and corestrict the inclusion functor i : TTf → TT to the
full subcategories of TTf and TT on theories with enough function symbols. We
will denote this functor by i′ : TT′f → TT
′. Now, it is easy to describe a right
adjoint to i′. For every theory T ∈ TT′, let r′(T ) be the theory with the same
function symbols as T , no predicate symbols, and with the set of axioms which
consists of all theorems of T which do not involve predicate symbols. Then r′ is a
functor TT′ → TT′f . It is easy to see that r
′ is right adjoint to i′. Since i′(r′(T ))
and T have the same sets of terms and theorems (which do not involve predicate
symbols), the counit ǫT : i
′(r′(T ))→ T is a trivial fibration.
Finally, note that the inclusion functor TI/i : TI/TTf → TI/TT preserves and
reflects cofibrations and weak equivalences. Moreover, it has a right adjoint and
the counit of the adjunction is a trivial fibrations. Thus this adjunction is a Quillen
equivalence. 
Now, let us return to the original problem of the absence of predicate symbols
in cofibrant objects. Instead of forbidding predicate symbols completely, we can
enlarge the class of cofibrations to include predicate symbols. For every sequence
of sorts s1, . . . sk, let P
1
s1,...sk
be the theory under TI with one additional predicate
symbol P : s1 × . . .× sk. Also, we define the following theories:
P 2s1,...sk = P
1
s1,...sk
∪ {Q : s1 × . . .× sk, P (x1, . . . xk)
x1,...xk
Q(x1, . . . xk)}
P 3s1,...sk = P
2
s1,...sk
∪ {R : s1 × . . .× sk, Q(x1, . . . xk)
x1,...xk
R(x1, . . . xk)}
Let IP be the union of I and maps of the form P 1l → P
2
l , P 7→ Q and P
2
l → P
3
l ,
P 7→ P , Q 7→ R, where l is any sequence of sorts. We define a relative cylinder
object for the map Pαl → P
α+1
l as P
α+1
l ∐Pαl P
α+1
l , where α ∈ {1, 2}. Thus any
two maps Pα+1l → X are homotopic. This implies that WIP =WI. To prove that
there is a model structure on TI/TT with I
P as a set of generating cofibrations,
we just need to show that pushouts of maps Pα+1l → P
α+1
l ∐Pαl P
α+1
l are Morita
equivalences. But this is obvious since the domain and the codomain of such a
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pushout have the same sets of terms and axioms. Of course, the identity functor
determine a Quillen equivalence between the two model structures on TI/TT.
Finally, let us discuss another model structure on the category of I-stable theories
under TI , which we call the syntactic model structure. The weak equivalences of
this model structure are syntactic equivalences, I0 is a set of generating cofibrations,
and every object is fibrant in this model structure.
Recall that for every theory T , we have a left adjoint functor LangT : T -Mod→
T/TT with a right adjoint SynT : T/TT→ T -Mod. Note that a map f : T1 → T2
of theories under TI is a syntactic equivalence if and only if SynTI (f) is a weak
equivalence of models. Thus we can transfer the model structure on TI-Mod to a
model structure on TI/TT. To do this, we need to prove that LangTI maps trivial
cofibrations to syntactic equivalences. But we already proved that it actually maps
them to Morita equivalences. Note that the identity functor on TI/TT is a left
Quillen functor from the syntactic model structure to the Morita model structure
since it preserves generating cofibrations and generating trivial cofibrations.
Let T be an I-stable theory under TI . Then the adjunction LangT ⊣ SynT is
a Quillen equivalence between the model structure on T -Mod and the syntactic
model structure on T/TT. To prove this, we just need to show that the unit of the
adjunction is a weak equivalence. But it is actually an isomorphism since LangT is
full and faithful.
4. Characterization of lifting properties
In this section we prove several useful lemmas that characterize trivial fibrations
in various model structures that we considered in previous section. Since all of
these notations are defined in terms of lifting properties, we will prove general
results about them. Indeed, if we think about a map that has the weak lifting
property with respect to a pair V, ϕ as a weak equivalence, then a map having the
lifting property with respect to this pair can be thought of as a trivial fibration.
We begin with a simple lemma:
Lemma 4.1. Let V be a set of variables and let ϕ be a formula of a theory T1
with free variables in V . Let f : T1 → T2 be a morphism of theories such that the
following conditions hold:
(1) For every function symbol σ of T2, there exist terms A1, . . .Ak, t of T1
such that FV (Ai) ⊆ {x1, . . . xi−1} and the following sequents are derivable:
∧
1≤i<j
epi(xi) = Ai T1
x1,...xj−1
Aj ↓ for every 1 ≤ j ≤ k
∧
1≤i≤k
epi(xi) = Ai T1
x1,...xk
t↓
σ(x1, . . . xk)↓ T2
x1,...xk
f(t) = σ(x1, . . . xk) ∧
∧
1≤i≤k
epi(xi) = f(Ai)
(2) For all terms A, B, and a of T1 such that ϕ T1
V
ep(a) = A, ϕ T1
V
B ↓,
and f(ϕ)
T2
V
f(A) = f(B), there exists a term b such that ϕ
T1
V
ep(b) =
B and f(b) equals to f(a).
Then f has the lifting property with respect to V, ϕ.
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Proof. Let A and a be terms such that ϕ
T1
V
A ↓ and f(ϕ)
T2
V
ep(a) = f(A).
Then we construct the required lifting by induction on a. If a = x is a variable,
then (2) implies that that the required lifting exists.
Now, suppose that a = σ(a1, . . . ak). Let A1, . . .Ak, t be terms as described
in (1). By the induction hypothesis, there exist terms a′1, . . . a
′
k such that ϕ T1
V
epi(a
′
i) = Ai[x1 := a
′
1, . . . xi−1 := a
′
i−1] and f(ϕ) T2
V
f(a′i) = ai. Let a
′ = t[x1 :=
a′1, . . . xk := a
′
k]. Since ϕ T1
V
a′ ↓ and f(ϕ)
T2
V
f(a′) = f(a), (2) implies that
there exists the required lifting. 
Remark 4.2. If T2 is a stable contextual theory, then it is enough to check the first
condition of the previous lemma for basic function symbols. It is easy to see that
this implies the general case.
Now, we want to simplify conditions of Lemma 4.1. It is easy to do this for the
second one:
Lemma 4.3. Let V be a set of variables and let ϕ be a formula of a theory T1
with free variables in V . Let f : T1 → T2 be a morphism of theories such that the
following condition holds. For every pair of terms A and B of T1 of sort (ty, n)
such that ϕ
T1
V
ft(A) = ft(B) and f(ϕ)
T2
V
f(A) = f(B), there exists a term b
such that ϕ
T1
V
A ⊢ b : B and f(b) equals to v0(f(A)). Then the second condition
of Lemma 4.1 holds.
Proof. First, note that if Γ and ∆ are context such that ϕ
T1
V
Γ↓ ∧ ∆↓ and
f(ϕ)
T2
V
f(Γ) = f(∆), then there is a morphism of context d : Γ → ∆ such
that f(d) is the identity morphism. We prove this by induction on the length of
contexts. There is a unique morphism between empty contexts. If contexts are not
empty, then we have a morphism d : ft(Γ) → ft(∆) by the induction hypothesis.
Since f(d∗(∆)) equals to f(Γ), we have a term Γ ⊢ b : d∗(∆) such that f(b) equals
to v0(f(Γ)) by assumption. Thus, d, b is the required morphism of contexts Γ and
∆.
For all termsA, B, and a of T1 such that ϕ T1
V
ep(a) = A and f(ϕ) T2
V
f(A) =
f(B), there exists a term b such that ϕ
T1
V
ep(b) = B and f(ϕ) T2
V
f(a) = f(b).
We have a morphism d : A → B such that f(d) equals to the identity morphism.
if p = ty, then we can define b as d∗(a). if p = tm, then let B = d∗(ty(a)). Since
f(B) = f(ty(a)), we have a term ty(a) ⊢ b′ : B such that f(b′) equals to v0(f(B))
by assumption. Then we can define b as b′[d∗(a)]. 
If we want to simplify the first condition of Lemma 4.1, then we need certain
assumptions on the theory T2. We will say that a theory has well-defined function
symbols if (it is isomorphic to a theory such that) there exists a well-founded relation
on the set of function symbols such that, for every function symbol σ, either σ equals
to one of the function symbols tyn, ftn or there exist terms A1, . . .Ak satisfying
the following conditions:
(1) All function symbols that occur in A1, . . .Ak are less than σ.
(2) FV (Ai) ⊆ {x1, . . . xi−1} for every 1 ≤ i ≤ k.
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(3) The following sequents are derivable:
∧
1≤i<j
epi(xi) = Ai
x1,...xj−1
Aj ↓ for every 1 ≤ j ≤ k
∧
1≤i≤k
epi(xi) = Ai
x1,...xk
σ(x1, . . . xk)↓
We will say that terms A1, . . .Ak define the function symbol σ.
This condition is easy to check and most of the theories that occur in practice
satisfy it. An example of a theory that does not satisfy it appeared in [4]: it is the
theory of filler operations. The rest of the theories that appear in [4] and also all
of the theories in this paper and in [2] have well-defined function symbols.
Lemma 4.4. Let V be a set of variables and let ϕ be a formula of a theory T1
with free variables in V . Let f : T1 → T2 be a morphism of theories such that T2
has well-defined function symbols. Suppose that the second condition of Lemma 4.1
holds. Moreover, suppose that, for every function symbol σ of T2, either the first
condition of Lemma 4.1 holds for σ or, for every pair ψ, {x1, . . . xk} in PM , if
f(ψ)
T2
x1,...xk
σ(x1, . . . xk) ↓ is derivable, then there exists a term t of T1 such that
the following sequents are derivable:
ψ
T1
x1,...xk
t↓
f(ψ)
T2
x1,...xk
σ(x1, . . . xk) = f(t)
Then the first condition of Lemma 4.1 holds.
Proof. First, note that if the first condition of Lemma 4.1 holds for some subset of
function symbols of T2, then we still can lift terms constructed from function sym-
bols from this subset. The proof of this fact is the same as the proof of Lemma 4.1.
We also note that symbols tyn and ftn satisfy the first condition of Lemma 4.1, so
we may assume that they are less than every other symbol.
Now, we can prove by well-founded induction on σ that the first condition of
Lemma 4.1 holds. If it holds for σ, then we are done. Otherwise, let A1, . . .Ak
be terms that define σ. By the induction hypothesis, there exist lifts A′1, . . .A
′
k of
these terms (we first lift ftni(epi(Ai)), then ft
ni−1(epi(Ai)), and so on; finally, we
can lift Ai). If we let ψ = (
∧
1≤i≤k epi(xi) = A
′
i), then f(ψ) T2
x1,...xk
σ(x1, . . . xk)↓.
Thus, by assumption, we have a term t such that ψ
T1
x1,...xk
t ↓ and f(ψ)
T2
x1,...xk
f(t) = σ(x1, . . . xk). Since σ(x1, . . . xk)↓ T2
x1,...xk
f(ψ), we are done. 
Finally, we can show that the conditions of the previous lemmas are often not
only sufficient, but also necessary:
Proposition 4.5. Let P be a set such that PM ⊆ P ⊆ PS. If f : T1 → T2 is
a morphism of theories such that T2 has well-defined function symbols, then the
following conditions are equivalent:
(1) The first condition of Lemma 4.1 and conditions of Lemma 4.3 hold for all
pairs in P .
(2) Both conditions of Lemma 4.1 hold for all pairs in P .
(3) f has the lifting property with respect to P .
(4) Conditions of Lemma 4.4 hold for all pairs in P .
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Proof. The implication (1) =⇒ (2) follows from Lemma 4.3. The implication (2)
=⇒ (3) follows from Lemma 4.1. The implication (3) =⇒ (4) is obvious since
conditions in (4) are just special cases of the lifting property. Finally, (4) implies
(2) by Lemma 4.4, and conditions of Lemma 4.3 are a special case of the lifting
property, hence they follow from (3). 
5. Confluent theories
The axioms of type theories that occur in practice often can be divided in two
parts: the first part determines when function symbols are defined and the second
part is defined in terms of some reduction relation, which often satisfies some ad-
ditional properties such as confluence. In this section we define confluent theories
as theories in this form. We also prove that Morita equivalences between them are
easier to construct.
5.1. Theories with separated axioms. We will say that a theory is a maximal
theory with separated axioms if it is isomorphic to a theory in which the set of
axioms consists of three disjoint parts Ad, A
′
d, and Ae such that the following
conditions hold:
(1) The set Ad consists of axioms of the form ϕ
x1,...xk
σ(x1, . . . xk)↓ and, for
every σ, there is exactly one axiom of this form. We will denote the left
hand side of this axiom by ϕσ.
(2) The set A′d consists of sequents of the form σ(x1, . . . xk)↓
x1,...xk
ϕσ.
(3) For every axiom ϕ
V
ψ in Ae, every subterm σ(t1, . . . tk) of the formula
ψ, and every substitution ρ, if the sequent ϕ[ρ] is derivable from the
axioms Ad ∪ Ae, then so is the sequent ϕσ[t1/x1, . . . tk/xk][ρ].
The minimal theory with separated axioms corresponding to such theory is its
subtheory with axioms Ad ∪ Ae. Finally, we will say that a theory has separated
axioms if it is (isomorphic to) a subtheory of a maximal theory containing the
minimal subtheory.
Lemma 5.1. Let T be a theory with separated axioms. If a sequent ψ is
derivable in T , then it is derivable from Ad ∪ Ae.
Proof. First, let us prove the following fact. If a sequent ψ is derivable
from Ad ∪ Ae and a term σ(t1, . . . tk) is a subterm of ψ, then the sequent
ϕσ[t1/x1, . . . tk/xk] is derivable from Ad ∪ Ae. We prove this by induction on the
derivation of ψ in the natural deduction system. Let us consider the case (nl):
a = b ψ[a/x]
(nl)
ψ[b/x]
If σ(t1, . . . tk) is a subterm of b, then the required property follows from the in-
duction hypothesis for a = b. Otherwise, σ belongs to ψ and there exist
terms t′1, . . . t
′
k and a formula ψ
′ such that ti = t
′
i[b/x], ψ = ψ
′[σ(t′1, . . . t
′
k)/x], and
x /∈ FV (ψ′). The induction hypothesis implies that the sequent
ϕσ[t
′
1[a/x]/x1, . . . t
′
k[a/x]/xk]
is derivable. Since the sequent a = b is derivable, this implies that the required
sequent ϕσ[t1/x1, . . . tk/xk] is also derivable.
Let us consider the inference rule for axioms from Ad:
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si ↓, 1 ≤ i ≤ n ϕτ [s1/y1, . . . sn/yn]
(na)
τ(s1, . . . sn)↓
If σ(t1, . . . tk) is a subterm of si for some i, then the required property follows from
the induction hypothesis for si ↓. Otherwise, τ(s1, . . . sn) = σ(t1, . . . tk) and
the required property is obvious. This inference rule for axioms from Ae follows
from the assumption that we put on these axioms. The rest of the inference rules
are trivial.
Now, we can prove the lemma. We proceed by induction on the inference of
ψ. Most of the cases follow immediately from the induction hypothesis. The
only nontrivial case is the inference rule for axioms from A′d:
ti ↓, 1 ≤ i ≤ k σ(t1, . . . tk)↓
(na)
ϕσ[t1/x1, . . . tk/xk]
By the induction hypothesis, the sequent σ(t1, . . . tk)↓ is derivable from Ad ∪
Ae and the fact that we just proved implies that ϕσ[t1/x1, . . . tk/xk] is also
derivable from these axioms. 
Lemma 5.2. Let T be a theory with separated axioms and let (ϕ1∧ . . .∧ϕn, V ) be a
pair in PM . Then the theory T0∪{ ci ↓ | 1 ≤ i ≤ n}∪{ϕi[c1/x1, . . . ci/xi] | 1 ≤
i ≤ n} also has separated axioms.
Proof. If ϕi equals to epi(xi) = Ai, then, for each 0 ≤ i ≤ n, we define a theory Ti
as T ∪ { cj ↓ | 1 ≤ j ≤ i} ∪ {ϕj [c1/x1, . . . cj/xj ] | 1 ≤ j ≤ i}. Since Tn = T ,
we just need to prove that all theories Ti have separated axioms. We proceed by
induction on i. Since T0 = T , the case i = 0 holds by assumptions on T . Assume
that Ti has separated axioms. To prove that Ti+1 also has separated axioms,
we need to show that, for every subterm σ(t1, . . . tk) of Ai+1[c1/x1, . . . ci/xi], the
sequent ϕσ[t1/x1, . . . tk/xk] is derivable from Ad ∪ Ae. Since the sequent
Ai+1[c1/x1, . . . ci/xi] is derivable in Ti, the sequents σ(t1, . . . tk) ↓ and
ϕσ[t1/x1, . . . tk/xk] are also derivable in it. Since Ti has separated axioms,
Lemma 5.1 implies that ϕσ[t1/x1, . . . tk/xk] is derivable from Ad ∪ Ae in Ti
and hence in Ti+1. 
Proposition 5.3. Let T be a theory with separated axioms and let (ϕ, V ) be a pair
in PM . If a sequent ϕ
V
ψ is derivable in T , then it is derivable from Ad ∪ Ae.
Proof. Lemma 2.2 implies that ψ[c1/x1, . . . cn/xn] is derivable in T∪A
′, where
A′ = { ci ↓ | 1 ≤ i ≤ n}∪ {ϕi[c1/x1, . . . ci/xi] | 1 ≤ i ≤ n}. By Lemma 5.2 and
Lemma 5.1, this sequent is derivable from Ad ∪ Ae ∪ A
′. Lemma 2.2 implies that
ϕ
V
ψ is derivable from Ad ∪ Ae. 
The previous proposition implies that the maps between theories with separated
axioms corresponding to inclusions of subtheories are Morita equivalences. This
shows that if we are interested in a theory with separated axioms, then we can work
with either minimal or maximal theory corresponding to it instead. In general, we
prefer to work with the latter, but sometimes it is convenient to switch to the
former.
Note that relative I-cell complexes are minimal theories with simple axioms. We
can define another set I′ of generating cofibrations such that relative I′-cell com-
plexes are maximal theories with simple axioms. Recall that T(p1,n1),...(pk+1,nk+1)
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is the theory with function symbols σi : (p1, n1) × . . . × (pi−1, ni−1) → (dpi , ni)
for every 1 ≤ i ≤ k, σk+1 : (p1, n1) × . . . × (pk, nk) → (pk+1, nk+1), and ax-
ioms ϕ1 ∧ . . . ∧ ϕi
x1,...xi
σi+1(x1, . . . xi)↓ for every 1 ≤ i ≤ k, where ϕj equals to
epj (xj) = σj(x1, . . . xj−1). The set I consists of maps of the form Tl,(dp,n) → Tl,(p,n).
We define T ′s1,...sk+1 as Ts1,...sk+1 together with the axiom σk+1(x1, . . . xk)↓
x1,...xk
ϕ1 ∧ . . . ∧ ϕk. Let I
′ be the set of maps of the form Tl,(dp,n) → T
′
l,(p,n).
Note that I′ is a retract of I. Indeed, we can define a map T ′s1,...sk+1 → Ts1,...sk+1
as σk+1(x1, . . . xk) 7→ σk+1(x1, . . . xk)|ϕ1∧...∧ϕk and a map Ts1,...sk+1 → T
′
s1,...sk+1
as the obvious inclusion. Then the composite T ′s1,...sk+1 → Ts1,...sk+1 → T
′
s1,...sk+1
is the identity morphism. Thus, the class of I′-cofibrations is a subclass of I-
cofibrations. Moreover, the composite Ts1,...sk+1 → T
′
s1,...sk+1
→ Ts1,...sk+1 is homo-
topic to the identity morphism. Hence a map has the weak lifting property with
respect to I if and only if it has this property with respect to I′.
It follows that there is another model structure on the category TI/TT in which
all objects are fibrant, weak equivalences are Morita equivalences, and cofibrations
are I′-cofibrations. The identity functor is a Quillen equivalence between this model
structure and the model structure that we constructed in the previous section.
5.2. Confluent theories. In this subsection we define confluent theories and prove
their properties. First, we need to define a few notions from the theory of abstract
reduction systems. For a general introduction to this topic we refer the reader to
[11, 7, 8].
(1) An abstract reduction system is a set A together with a binary relation ⇒
on it. We will denote by⇒∗ the reflexive transitive closure of⇒. If⇒1 and
⇒2 are some relations, then we will write ⇒1⇒2 for the following relation:
t⇒1⇒2 t
′ if and only if there is a term s such that t⇒1 s and s⇒2 t
′.
(2) An element a reduces to an element a′ if a⇒∗ a′. A reduction sequence is
a finite or infinite sequence of elements ai such that a0 ⇒ a1 ⇒ a2 ⇒ . . ..
(3) Two elements a and b are joinable if there is an element c such that a⇒∗ c
and b ⇒∗ c. We will also say that a and b are joinable under ⇒ if the
reduction relation is not clear from the context. An element a is confluent
if whenever a⇒∗ b and a⇒∗ c the terms b and c are joinable. The system is
confluent if every element is confluent. Equivalently, the system is confluent
if every pair of elements is joinable.
(4) Two elements a and b are⇒-equivalent if there is a sequence of elements a1,
. . . an such that a = a1, b = an, and, for every 1 ≤ i < n, either ai ⇒ ai+1
or ai+1 ⇒ ai.
(5) An element a is a normal form if there is no element a′ such that a ⇒ a′.
We will write a⇒nf b if a⇒∗ b and b is a normal form. We will say that an
element a has a normal form (or that it is weakly normalizable) if a⇒nf b
for some b. The system is weakly normalizing if every element has a normal
form.
(6) An element a is strongly normalizable if there is no infinite reduction se-
quence sequence starting with a. The system is strongly normalizing if all
elements are.
(7) A subset A′ of A is closed under ⇒ if a′ ∈ A′ and a′ ⇒ a implies that
a ∈ A′.
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A term rewriting system is a binary relation R on the set of terms of some theory
such that the following conditions hold:
(1) If R(t, s), then FV (s) ⊆ FV (t).
(2) If R(t, s), then t is not a variable.
A term rewriting system R is left-linear if, for every t and s such that R(t, s), every
variables occurs in t at most once.
If R is a term rewriting system, then we define the relation ⇒R on the set of
terms as follows: if R(t, s), then c[x := t[x1 := t1, . . . xk := tk]] ⇒R c[x := s[x1 :=
t1, . . . xk := tk]] for all c, x1, . . .xk, and t1, . . . tk. Every term rewriting system has
the underlying abstract reduction system (TermT ,⇒R).
We will say that a term t of a theory T is defined with respect to a pair (ϕ, V ) ∈
PM if the sequent ϕ
V
t↓ is derivable. Let TermdT,ϕ be the set of defined terms
with respect to the pair (ϕ, FV (ϕ)). There is an abstract reduction system ⇒ϕ on
the set TermdT,ϕ defined as follows. If ϕ = ϕ1∧. . .∧ϕn and ϕi equals to epi(xi) = ti,
then ⇒ϕ consists of pairs (c[epi(xi)/y], c[ti/y]) for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n and every term
c such that there is exactly one occurrence of y in c.
Axioms of a type theory are often presented in the form of a term rewriting
system. So there is a natural choice of an abstract reduction system on the set of
terms of a type theory. We axiomatize this situation in the following definition:
Definition 5.4. Let T be a theory with separated axioms. A reduction system
on T is a choice of an abstract reduction system ⇒T,ϕ on Term
d
T,ϕ for every pair
(ϕ, V ) ∈ PM such that the following conditions hold:
(1) The system ⇒T,ϕ contains ⇒ϕ.
(2) For every pair of terms t and s such that t⇒T,ϕ s, the sequent ϕ
V
t = s
is derivable.
(3) For every substitution ρ, every term c, and every axiom ψ
V ′
t = s in
Ae such that sequent ϕ
V
ψ[ρ] ∧ c[t[ρ]/x] = c[s[ρ]/x] is derivable, terms
c[t[ρ]/x] and c[s[ρ]/x] are equivalent in the system (TermdT,ϕ,⇒T,ϕ).
Remark 5.5. Often a reduction system on T is defined as⇒R,ϕ ∪ ⇒ϕ, where⇒R,ϕ
is a restriction of the system ⇒R to Term
d
T,ϕ for some term rewriting system R.
In this case, condition (1) is automatically satisfied. To verify condition (2), it is
enough to prove that, for every substitution ρ and every pair of terms t and s such
that (t, s) ∈ R, if ϕ
T
V
t[ρ]↓, then ϕ
T
V
t[ρ] = s[ρ]. Also, it is enough to prove
condition (3) only for c = x since a⇒T,ϕ b implies c[a/x]⇒T,ϕ c[b/x].
Example 5.6. Let T be a theory with a set of axioms Ad and a term rewriting
system R. If we define Ae as the set of axioms of the form t↓
FV (t)
t = s for every
(t, s) ∈ R, then ⇒R ∪ ⇒ϕ is a reduction system on T ∪ Ae.
Let T be a theory with separated axioms such that, for every axiom ψ
V ′
t = s
in Ae, the following conditions hold:
• The term t is not a variable and FV (s) ⊆ FV (t).
• For every pair (ϕ, V ) ∈ PM and every substitution ρ, if ϕ T
V
t[ρ]↓, then
ϕ
T
V
t[ρ] = s[ρ].
Then we can define a term rewriting system R as the set of pairs (t, s) such that
there is an axiom of the form ψ
V ′
t = s in Ae. The first condition implies that
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this is indeed a term rewriting system and the second condition implies that it is a
reduction system on T . We will say that T has directed axioms if these condition
hold. Most of the theories are presented in this way, so we do not need to specify
a term rewriting system explicitly. The theory constructed in Example 5.6 has
directed axioms.
Now let us prove a technical lemma which shows that a sequent ϕ
V
t = s
is provable in T if and only if terms t and s are equivalent in the term rewriting
system consisting of the right hand sides of the axioms of T and equalities in ϕ.
Lemma 5.7. If a sequent ϕ
V
t = s is derivable in a theory T , then there exist
terms t1, . . . tn such that t = t1, s = tn, and, for every 1 ≤ i < n, ti = c[a/x] and
ti+1 = c[b/x] for some terms a, b, and c such that there is a unique occurrence of
the variable x in c and one of the following conditions hold:
(1) There exists an application of (na) in which the premise is derivable from
ϕ and the conclusion is either ϕ
V
a = b or ϕ
V
b = a. Moreover,
a derivation of ϕ
V
t = s in the natural deduction system contains a
derivation of this conclusion as a subderivation.
(2) ϕ = ϕ1 ∧ . . . ∧ ϕk and there exists j such that ϕj equals to either a = b or
b = a.
Moreover, the sequent ϕ
V
ti ↓ is derivable for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Proof. We prove this by induction on a derivation of ϕ
V
t = s in the natural
deduction system. The rules (nv), (np), and (nf) are obvious. The rules (nh) and
(na) follow immediately from assumptions. We can take t1 = a = t, t2 = b = s,
and c = x. Let us consider the rule (ns). If t1, . . . tn is a sequence for ϕ
V
s = t,
then we can take the sequence tn, . . . t1 for ϕ
V
t = s.
Finally, let us consider the rule (nl):
ϕ
V
p = q ϕ
V
t′[p/y] = s′[q/y]
(nl)
ϕ
V
t′[q/y] = s′[q/y]
Note that we may assume that there is a unique occurrence of the variable y in ψ
since the general rule follows from this special case. Let t1, . . . tn be a sequence for
ϕ
V
p = q and let s1, . . . sm be a sequence for ϕ
V
t′[p/y] = s′[p/y]. Then
t′[tn/y], . . . t
′[t1/y] = s1, . . . sm = s
′[t1/y], . . . s
′[tn/y] is a sequence for ϕ
V
t′[q/y] = s′[q/y].
Let us prove that ϕ
V
ti ↓ is derivable by induction on i. This is true for
i = 1 by assumption. Suppose that this is true for some i. Then ti = c[a/x] and
ti+1 = c[b/x] and the sequent ϕ
V
a = b is derivable. Then (nl) implies that the
sequent ϕ
V
ti+1 ↓ is derivable. 
The following proposition is the main property of theories with reduction sys-
tems:
Proposition 5.8. Let T be a theory with a reduction system and let (ϕ, V ) be a
pair in PM . Then a sequent ϕ
V
t = s is derivable if and only if the terms t and
s are equivalent in the system (TermdT,ϕ,⇒T,ϕ).
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Proof. If t and s are equivalent in (TermdT,ϕ,⇒T,ϕ), then there is a zig-zag of
⇒T,ϕ-reductions between them. Since the relation ϕ T
V
− = − is an equivalence
relation on the set TermdT,ϕ, we can assume that t ⇒T,ϕ s. Then condition (2) of
Definition 5.4 implies that ϕ
T
V
t = s.
If t and s are terms such that ϕ
T
V
t = s, then Lemma 5.7 and Proposition 5.3
imply that there exists a sequence t1, . . . tn of elements of Term
d
T,ϕ such that t = t1,
s = tn, and, for every 1 ≤ i < n, either ti ⇒ϕ ti+1 or ti+1 ⇒ϕ ti or there is an
axiom ψ
V ′
a = b in Ae, a substitution ρ, and a term c such that the sequent
ϕ
V
ψ[ρ] is derivable and ti = c[a[ρ]/y] and ti+1 = c[b[ρ]/y] (or vice versa).
Condition (3) of Definition 5.4 implies that ti and ti+1 are equivalent in the system
(TermdT,ϕ,⇒T,ϕ). 
Corollary 5.9. Let T be a theory with a reduction system and let (ϕ, V ) be a pair
in PM . Then the system (Term
d
T,ϕ,⇒T,ϕ) is confluent if and only if any pair of
terms t and s such that ϕ
T
V
t = s is joinable in this system.
Note that if ⇒T,ϕ is defined as ⇒R ∪ ⇒ϕ for some confluent term rewriting
system R, in general this does not imply the confluence of (TermdT,ϕ,⇒R,ϕ). Nev-
ertheless, this is often true under some additional assumptions:
Lemma 5.10. Let T be a theory with a reduction system and let (ϕ, V ) be a pair
in PM . Let R be a left-linear term rewriting system. Suppose that the following
conditions hold:
• The abstract reduction system (TermdT,ϕ,⇒R) is confluent.
• For every reduction rule (t, s) ∈ R, if t contains a subterm of the form
ep(t
′), then t′ is not a variable.
Then the abstract reduction system (TermdT,ϕ,⇒R ∪ ⇒ϕ) is confluent.
Proof. We can think of variables in V as additional constants. Then ⇒R,ϕ is the
union of two confluent term rewriting systems R and ⇒ϕ. The last condition
implies that they are orthogonal to each other. It was shown in [10] (see also
[8, Theorem 8.6.35]) that the union of confluent orthogonal left-linear systems is
confluent. 
Definition 5.11. A confluent type theory is a type theory T with a reduction
system such that equivalent conditions of Corollary 5.9 hold for every pair (ϕ, V ).
6. Examples
In this section we construct several examples of Morita equivalences and describe
other applications of results of this paper.
6.1. Simple examples. In this subsection we consider maps of the form f : T →
T ∪ A, where A is a set of axioms.
Proposition 6.1. Let A be a set of sequents in a theory T . Suppose that, for every
axiom ψ
V ′
χ in A, every pair (ϕ, V ) ∈ PM , and every substitution ρ, the sequent
ϕ
V
χ[ρ] is derivable in T whenever ϕ
V
ψ[ρ] is. Then, for every pair (ϕ, V )
in PM , if a sequent ϕ
V
ψ is derivable in T ∪ A, then it is also derivable in T .
In particular, the map T → T ∪ A is a Morita equivalence.
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Proof. Obvious induction on the derivation of ϕ
V
ψ. 
Example 6.2. We already saw examples of such a Morita equivalence in Proposi-
tion 5.3. This proposition implies that the map T → T ∪A′d is a Morita equivalence
for every theory T with separated axioms. It also has the following implication.
Suppose that we want to extend T with a typing axiom of the following form:
ψ
V
ep(σ(x1, . . . xk)) = A
There are two natural choices for the formula ψ: ϕσ and σ(x1, . . . xk) ↓. Let
T1 = T ∪ {ϕσ
V
ep(σ(x1, . . . xk)) = A} and T2 = T ∪ {σ(x1, . . . xk) ↓
V
ep(σ(x1, . . . xk)) = A}. Then the obvious map T1 → T2 is a Morita equivalence.
Indeed, if a sequent ϕ
V
ψ is derivable in T2, then it is also derivable in T2∪A
′
d.
Since theories T1 ∪ A
′
d and T2 ∪A
′
d have the same theorems, it is also derivable in
T1 ∪ A
′
d. By Proposition 5.3, it is also derivable in T1.
Example 6.3. Let TΠ be the theory of Π-types. One of the axioms (beta reduction)
of this theory looks like this:
ft(B) = A ∧ ty(b) = B ∧ ty(a) = A
A,B,a,b
app(A,B, λ(A, b), a) = b[a]
If we replace this axiom with the following one, then we obtain a new theory which
we will denote by T ′Π.
app(A,B, λ(A, b), a)↓
A,B,a,b
app(A,B, λ(A, b), a) = b[a]
We want to show that the obvious map TΠ → T
′
Π is a Morita equivalence. It is
a folklore result that the ordinary type theory with Π-types is confluent. This does
not imply confluence of T ′Π immediately since terms of this theory differ from terms
of ordinary type theory. It is possible to prove confluence of T ′Π, but this proof is
beyond the scope of this paper, so we will simply assume that T ′Π is confluent.
Let us show that the condition of Proposition 6.1 holds. Note that the formula
app(A,B, λ(A, b), a)↓ is equivalent to ft(B) = A∧Π(A, ty(b)) = Π(A,B)∧ ty(a) =
A. Suppose that ϕ
V
ft(B) = A∧Π(A, ty(b)) = Π(A,B)∧ ty(a) = A is derivable
in T ′Π. Since T
′
Π is confluent and there are no reductions of the form Π(A,B)⇒ t,
it follows that ty(b)⇒ B. Hence, ϕ
V
ty(b) = B. This shows that the condition
of Proposition 6.1 holds.
This also implies that TΠ is confluent. Indeed, the conditions of Definition 5.4
and Definition 5.11 involve only sequents of the form ϕ
V
ψ where (ϕ, V ) ∈ PM
and Proposition 6.1 implies that such a sequent is derivable in TΠ if and only if it
is derivable in T ′Π. Moreover, the underlying term rewriting systems of TΠ and T
′
Π
coincide. These facts imply that TΠ is confluent if and only if T
′
Π is confluent.
Example 6.4. We can formulate the beta reduction axiom in one of the following
ways:
ft(B) = A ∧A = A′ ∧ ty(b) = B ∧ ty(a) = A
A,A′,B,a,b
app(A,B, λ(A′, b), a) = b[a]
app(A,B, λ(A′, b), a)↓
A,A′,B,a,b
app(A,B, λ(A′, b), a) = b[a]
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Let us denote the theory with the former axiom by T ′′Π and the theory with the
latter by T ′′′Π . Then we have the following commutative diagram of theories:
TΠ //

T ′′Π

T ′Π
// T ′′′Π
The top arrow is actually an isomorphism and we can prove that the two remaining
arrows are Morita equivalences using Proposition 6.1 in the same way as we did this
for the arrow TΠ → T
′
Π. Note that even theories TΠ and T
′′
Π are isomorphic they
differ as theories with directed axioms. In particular, the underlying term rewriting
systems of TΠ and T
′′
Π differ. The latter is left-linear and this is the main reason
why we might be interested in this theory.
We can summarize results of this subsection as follows. There are several ways
to defined a theory of Π-types, but they are all Morita equivalent. Also, similar
results can be proved for other theories such as the theory of Σ-types or the theory
of identity types.
6.2. Contractible types. The theory of the contractible type can be formulated
in several different ways. In this subsection we will prove that some of them are
Morita equivalent. The first theory that we will consider is the simplest definition
of a contractible type:
Γ ⊢ c0 : C
Γ ⊢ c : C
Γ ⊢ eq(c) : Id(C, c0, c)
We will denote this theory by T0.
If a theory T is under TI , then T → T ∐ T0 is a Morita equivalence. Indeed,
consider a theory T ′ which extends T with a type ⊢ C , an equivalence I ⊢ e : C
between I and C, a term ⊢ c0 : C, and a homotopy ⊢ h : Id(C, e[left ], c0). Since C
is equivalent to I and I is contractible, it follows that C is also contractible. That
is, there is a term eq ′(c) : Id(c0, c) in T
′. Let T ′′ = T ′ ∪ {eq, h′}, where eq satisfies
the same axiom as before and h′ satisfies the following axiom:
Γ ⊢ c : C
Γ ⊢ h′(c) : Id(Id(C, c0, c), eq(c), eq
′(c))
The map T → T ′ is a trivial cofibration in the Morita model structure since it
is the composition of maps T → T ∪ {C, e} and T ∪ {C, e} → T ∪ {C, e, c0, h} and
these maps are pushouts of the generating trivial cofibrations. The map T ′ → T ′′
is also a trivial cofibration for the same reason.
Finally, let us show that the map T → T ∐ T0 is a retract of T → T
′′. The map
T0 → T
′′ is defined in the obvious way and the map f : T ′′ → T0 is defined in such a
way that it becomes a retraction of T0 → T
′′. Since C and I are both contractible,
we can define f(e) simply as I ⊢ c0 : C and f(h) as ⊢ refl(c0) : Id(C, c0, c0). Since
C is contractible, the type Id(Id(C, c0, c), eq(c), f(eq
′(c))) is also contractible, so
f(h′) can be defined as any inhabitant of this type. Since T → T ∐ T0 is a retract
of T → T ′′ and the latter map is a Morita equivalence, it follows that the former
map is also a Morita equivalence.
Next, we will consider the theory of the unit type which we will denote by T2:
Γ ⊢ unit : ⊤
Γ ⊢ t : ⊤
Γ ⊢ t ≡ unit
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This theory is also can be considered as the theory of the contractible type. Let us
prove that T ∐ T0 → T ∐ T2 is a Morita equivalence whenever T ∐ T2 is confluent
and satisfies some additional conditions. One of these conditions is that T does not
have any reduction rules between types. We believe that the argument below can
be modified so that this condition is not needed, but then the proof becomes more
complicated. In particular, this means that T does not have the weak univalence
axiom. This implies that we cannot prove that the map T → T ∐ T2 is a Morita
equivalence. We know that the map T → T ∐ T0 is a Morita equivalence when
T has the weak univalence axioms and the map T ∐ T0 → T ∐ T2 is a Morita
equivalence when it does not, so we cannot conclude that their composition is a
Morita equivalence.
First, we need to give several definitions and prove a technical lemma. Let t be
a term of sort (p, n), where p ∈ {ty, tm}. We will say that t is ft -free if function
symbol ft does not occur in t. Then we define the set of contexts of t as the set of
subterms of t of sort (ctx , n) which are not proper subterms of a subterm of this
sort. In other words, if either t = x or t = ty(x), then the set of contexts of t is
empty, and if either t = σm(Γ, t1, . . . tk) or t = ty(σm(Γ, t1, . . . tk)), then the set
of contexts of t consists of Γ and contexts of terms t1, . . . tk. We will say that t
is a context-normal form if t is ft -free and the set of contexts is either empty or a
singleton. In the latter case the single element of the set of contexts of t will be
called the context of t. If (ϕ, V ) is a pair in PM and t is a term such that ϕ T
V
t↓,
then there is a context-normal form t′ such that ϕ
T
V
t = t′. This term will be
called the context-normal form of t.
Let T be a theory with a reduction system and let (ϕ, V ) be a pair in PM . Let
⇒0T,ϕ be an abstract reduction system such that⇒T,ϕ is the closure of⇒
0
T,ϕ in the
sense that ⇒T,ϕ contains ⇒
0
T,ϕ and σ(t1, . . . tk) ⇒T,ϕ σ(t1, . . . t
′
i, . . . tk) whenever
ti ⇒T,ϕ t
′
i for all function symbols σm including vj , subst , ft , and ty. Then we
can define another abstract reduction system ⇒cT,ϕ. Let t be a ft-free term. Then
we define t ⇒cT,ϕ s in the same way as t ⇒T,ϕ s except for the fact that ⇒
0
T,ϕ-
reductions are not allowed in contexts. We will say that T preserves ft-free terms if,
for all terms t and s such that t⇒0T,ϕ s, if t is ft -free, then so is s. If T satisfies this
condition, then ⇒cT,ϕ is a relation on ft -free terms. We will say that T preserves
context-normal forms if it preserves ft -free terms and, for all ft -free terms t and s
such that t⇒0T,ϕ s, the set of contexts of s is a subset of the set of contexts of t. If
T satisfies it, then ⇒cT,ϕ is a relation on context-normal forms.
Finally, we need yet another assumption on the theory T . Let t be a ft -free term
and let x1, . . .xn be variables that occur in contexts of t. Let r1, . . . rn and s be
terms such that t[r1/x1, . . . rn/xn]⇒
0
T,ϕ s. We will say that T is context-irrelevant
if, for all such t, r1, . . . rn, and s, there exists a term s
′ such that variables x1,
. . .xn occur in contexts of s
′, s = s′[r1/x1, . . . rn/xn], and, for all terms r
′
1, . . . r
′
n, it
is true that t[r′1/x1, . . . r
′
n/xn]⇒
0∗
T,ϕ s
′[r′1/x1, . . . r
′
n/xn]. This is a simple technical
assumption on T which holds for all theories that occur in practice.
Lemma 6.5. Let T be a context-irrelevant theory with a reduction system which
preserves context-normal forms and let (ϕ, V ) be a pair in PM . Let t and s be
context-normal forms such that either one of them does not have a context or both
of them have the same context. If t and s are joinable under ⇒T,ϕ, then they are
joinable under ⇒cT,ϕ.
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Proof. First, let us prove that if t is a ft -free term and t⇒∗T,ϕ s, then t⇒
c∗
T,ϕ⇒
d∗
T,ϕ s,
where t1 ⇒
d
T,ϕ t2 if t1 ⇒T,ϕ t2 and not t1 ⇒
c
T,ϕ t2. To prove this, it is enough to
show that if t ⇒d∗T,ϕ⇒
c
T,ϕ s, then t ⇒
c∗
T,ϕ⇒
d∗
T,ϕ s. We prove this by induction on
the size of t without contexts. Since t cannot be a variable, we can assume that
t = σm(Γ, t1, . . . tk), t ⇒
d∗
T,ϕ σm(Γ
′, t′1, . . . t
′
k), and σm(Γ
′, t1, . . . t
′
k) ⇒
c
T,ϕ s. Then
either s = σm(Γ
′, t′1, . . . t
′′
i , . . . t
′
k) and t
′
i ⇒
c
T,ϕ t
′′
i or σm(Γ
′, t1, . . . t
′
k) ⇒
0
T,ϕ s. In
the former case, we conclude by induction hypothesis. In the latter case, we use
the fact that T is context-irrelevant. Since t ⇒d∗T,ϕ σm(Γ
′, t′1, . . . t
′
k), there exist
terms t′, r1, . . . rn, r
′
1, . . . r
′
n and variables x1, . . .xn which occur in contexts of t
such that t = t′[r′1/x1, . . . r
′
n/xn] and σm(Γ
′, t′1, . . . t
′
k) = t
′[r1/x1, . . . rn/xn]. Since
T is context-irrelevant, there exists a term s′ such that s = s′[r1/x1, . . . rn/xn]
and σm(Γ
′, t′1, . . . t
′
k) ⇒
0∗
T,ϕ s
′[r′1/x1, . . . r
′
n/xn]. Moreover, since r
′
i ⇒
∗
T,ϕ ri and
variables x1, . . .xn occur in contexts of s
′, it is true that s′[r′1/x1, . . . r
′
n/xn]⇒
d∗
T,ϕ
s′[r1/x1, . . . rn/xn]. Thus t⇒
0∗
T,ϕ s
′[r′1/x1, . . . r
′
n/xn]⇒
d∗
T,ϕ s.
Now, we can prove the lemma. If t⇒∗T,ϕ q and s⇒
∗
T,ϕ q, then t⇒
c∗
T,ϕ q1 ⇒
d∗
T,ϕ q
and s ⇒c∗T,ϕ q2 ⇒
d∗
T,ϕ q. Since T preserves context-normal forms, q1 and q2 are
context normal forms and the contexts of q1 and q2 coincide with the context of t
and s. Reductions q1 ⇒
d∗
T,ϕ q and q2 ⇒
d∗
T,ϕ q occur only in contexts of q1 and q2.
This means that the parts of terms q1 and q2 without contexts coincide. Since the
contexts of q1 and q2 are also the same, this implies that q1 = q2. 
Suppose that T is a theory under coe1 + σ + Path with well-defined function
symbols which satisfies the conditions of Lemma 6.5. Then the first condition of
Lemma 4.1 holds for the map T ∐ T0 → T ∐ T2. Thus, to prove that it is a Morita
equivalence, it is enough to check that it satisfies the condition of Lemma 4.3. That
is, we need to prove that, for every pair (ϕ, V ) ∈ PM and every pair of types Γ ⊢ A
and Γ ⊢ B in T ∐T0 such that f(Γ) ⊢ f(A) ≡ f(B) is provable in T ∐T0∪ϕ, there
exists a term Γ, A ⊢ b : B such that f(Γ), f(A) ⊢ f(b) ≡ v0. Suppose that T ∐ T2
is confluent. By Lemma 6.5, it is enough to prove the following facts:
(1) There is a confluent subset ⇒cp
T∐T2,f(ϕ)
of ⇒c
T∐T2,f(ϕ)
such that its tran-
sitive closure is ⇒c
T∐T2,f(ϕ)
and, for every type Γ ⊢ A of T ∐ T0, if
f(A) ⇒cp
T∐T2,f(ϕ)
A′, then there exists terms A′′, a1, and a2 such that
f(A′′) = A′ and the following sequents are derivable:
Γ, A ⊢ a1 : A
′′
Γ, A′′ ⊢ a2 : A
f(Γ), f(A) ⊢ f(a1) ≡ v0
f(Γ), f(A′′) ⊢ f(a2) ≡ v0
(2) For every pair of types Γ ⊢ A and Γ ⊢ B such that f(A) = f(B), there
exists a term Γ, A ⊢ b : B such that f(Γ), f(A) ⊢ f(b) ≡ v0.
It is easy to see that (2) holds since f is almost injective. The only function
symbols that f identifies are eq and refl . Formally, for every pair of terms a and b
such that ctxn(a) and ctxn(b) are equivalent for some n and f(a) = f(b), we define a
term hn(a, b) such that ctx
n(hn(a, b)) is equivalent to (ctx
n(a), i : I), left∗(hn(a, b))
is equivalent to a, right∗(hn(a, b)) is equivalent to b, and f(hn(a, b)) is a constant
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homotopy. Then a term Γ, A ⊢ t : B can be defined as coe0(h0(A,B), v0). Since we
have the σ rule, f(t) is equivalent to v0.
If a = b = x, then hn(a, b) is the constant homotopy. If a = σm(a1, . . . ak) and
b = σm(b1, . . . bk), then hn(a, b) = σm+1(hn(a1, b1), . . . hn(ak, bk)). If a = b = vi
and i < n, then hn(a, b) = vi. If a = b = vi and i ≥ n, then hn(a, b) = vi+1.
If a = substp,m,k(a
′, a1, . . . ak) and b = substp,m,k(b
′, b1, . . . bk), then hn(a, b) =
substp,m+1,k(hk(a
′, b′), vn, hn(a1, b1), . . . hn(ak, bk)). The only function symbols that
are identified by f are eq and refl . Thus the remaining case is when a = eq(c) and
b = refl(c′). In this case c = c′ = c0 since eq(c) maps to refl(unit) and the only
function symbol that maps to unit is c0. Let ∆ = ctx(hn(c0, c0)). It is easy to
construct a term ∆ ⊢ p : Id(Id(C, c0, c0), eq(c0), refl(c0)) since C is contractible.
Thus we can define hn(a, b) as at(p, i).
Now let us prove (1). Let Γ ⊢ A be a type of T ∐T0 such that f(A)⇒
c
T∐T2,f(ϕ)
A′. We will prove that there is a type Γ ⊢ A′′ such that f(A′′) = A′ and a
homotopy Γ, i : I ⊢ H between A and A′′ such that f(H) is the constant homotopy.
For every ft -free term t of T∐T0 such that ctx
n(t) = Γ, we define terms gn(t) and
hn(t) such that ctx
n(gn(t)) = Γ and ctx
n(hn(t)) = (Γ, i : I) by replacing every sub-
term c (which is not in a context of t) of type C with c0 and at(eq(c), i), respectively.
Formally, we define gn(t) and hn(t) by induction on t. Let us give the definition
of hn(t); gn(t) is defined similarly. If Γ,∆ ⊢ t : C, then hn(t) = Γ, i : I, hn(∆) ⊢
at(eq(c), i) : C. If t = x, t = vi, or t has the same sort as Γ, then hn(t) is the
weakening of t. If t = σm(t1, . . . tk), then hn(t) = σm+1(hn(t1), . . . hn(tk)). If t =
substp,m,k(t, t1, . . . tk), then hn(t) = substp,m+1,k+1(hk(t), vn, hn(t1), . . . hn(tk)).
Suppose that ϕ
T∐T0
V
t ↓. Then we can prove by induction on t that ϕ
T∐T0
V
gn(t)↓ ∧hn(t)↓. If Γ,∆ ⊢ t : C, t = x, or t = vi, then it is obvious. Let us consider
the case t = σm(t1, . . . tk) If t = substp,m,k(t, t1, . . . tk), then a similar argument
applies, so we omit this case. We also prove this only for gn, the proof for hn is
similar.
Since T ∐ T0 has well-defined function symbols, there exist terms A1, . . . Ak
satisfying several conditions including the following one:
∧
1≤i≤k
epi(xi) = Ai T
x1,...xk
σm(x1, . . . xk)↓
For every suchAi and for all terms t1, . . . ti−1, terms gn(Ai[t1/x1, . . . ti−1/xi−1]) and
Ai[gn(t1)/x1, . . . gn(ti−1)/xi−1] are equivalent. This is true because Ai cannot have
nontrivial terms of type C. Thus, to prove that σm(gn(t1), . . . gn(tk)) is defined,
it is enough to prove that terms gn(Ai[t1/x1, . . . ti−1/xi−1]) and gn(epi(ti)) are
equivalent. By the induction hypothesis, these terms are defined. Moreover, terms
Ai[t1/x1, . . . ti−1/xi−1] and epi(ti) are equivalent. Since the theory is confluent,
this implies that they reduce to the same term. Lemma 6.5 implies that this is also
true for the reduction system ⇒cT∐T0,ϕ
Thus it is enough to prove that gn(t) ⇒
c∗
T∐T0,ϕ
gn(s) whenever t ⇒
c
T∐T0,ϕ
s.
Moreover, it is enough to prove this only when t ⇒0T∐T0,ϕ s since if t ⇒
c
T∐T0,ϕ
s
and the redex is inside t, then this redex is either in a subterm of t of type C or
not. In the former case, gn(t) = gn(s). In the latter case, it is easy to see that
gn(t) ⇒
c∗
T∐T0,ϕ
gn(s). Assume that t ⇒
0
T∐T0,ϕ
s. Relation ⇒0T∐T0,ϕ depends on
the theory and we cannot prove that t ⇒cT∐T0,ϕ s in general, but this is true if T
satisfies some mild additional hypothesis. For example, if T is defined in terms of
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a term rewriting system RT as in Remark 5.5, then we just need to assume that,
for every reduction rule (t, s) ∈ RT , the only subterms of t and s of type C are
variables. This is true for all theories that occur in practice. The only problem
is reduction rules of the form ep(x) ⇒ϕ A since terms A may contain subterms of
type C. Let us assume that the only subterms of ϕ of type C are c0.
Now, we can finally prove (1). Let⇒cp
T∐T2,f(ϕ)
be the subset of⇒c∗
T∐T2,f(ϕ)
which
consists of the same reductions as⇒c
T∐T2,f(ϕ)
except for the reduction t⇒T∐T2,f(ϕ)
unit . Instead, t⇒cp
T∐T2,f(ϕ)
s is true when all subterms of t of type ⊤ are replaced
with unit . In this case the condition of (1) holds since we can take A′′ = gn(t),
a2 = coe
l
0(hn(t), v0), and a1 = coe
l
2(hn(t), right , v0, left). If t ⇒
cp
T∐T2,f(ϕ)
s is an
ordinary reduction from ⇒c
T∐T2,f(ϕ)
, then the condition of (1) holds strictly, that
is there is a term A′′ such that t⇒T∐T0,ϕ A
′′.
We proved that T ∐T0 → T ∐T2 has the lifting property with respect to (ϕ, V ) ∈
PM if the only subterms of ϕ of type C are c0. Let us show that this map has the
lifting property with respect to all (ϕ, V ) ∈ PM . Let ϕ =
∧
1≤i≤n epi(xi) = Ai. Let
j be a number such that, for all i < j, the only subterms of Ai of type C are c0.
We prove by induction on n+ 1− j that T ∐ T0 → T ∐ T2 has the lifting property.
If j = n+ 1, then this is true by the proof above. Suppose that j ≤ n. Let B and
b be terms such that ϕ
T∐T0
V
B ↓ and f(ϕ)
T∐T2
V
ep(b) = f(B). Let us denote by
ϕ′ the following formula:
∧
1≤i<j
epi(xi) = Ai ∧
∧
j≤i≤n
epi(x
′
i) = A
′
i,
where A′j = g0(Aj) and A
′
i = Ai[coe
l
0(h0(Aj), x
′
j)/xj ] for i > j.
By induction hypothesis, T ∐ T0 → T ∐ T2 has the lifting property with respect
to (ϕ′, V ′), where V ′ = {x1, . . . xj−1, x
′
j , . . . x
′
n}. Let B
′ = B[coel0(h0(Aj), x
′
j)/xj ].
Since h0(Aj) is a constant homotopy in T∐T2, the sequent f(ϕ
′)
V ′
f(B′) = f(B)
is derivable in this theory. It follows that there is a term b′ such that ϕ′
T∐T0
V ′
ep(b
′) = B′ and f(ϕ′)
T∐T2
V ′
f(b′) = b.
Now, we define a sequence of terms aj, . . . an such that the following sequent is
derivable in T ∐ T0 for all j ≤ k ≤ n:
∧
1≤i≤k
epi(xi) = Ai T∐T0
x1,...xk
epk(ak) = A
′
i[aj/x
′
j , . . . ak−1/x
′
k−1].
Let aj = coe
l
2(h0(Aj), right , xj , left). There is an obvious homotopy between xj
and coe l0(h0(Aj), aj). Let us denote it by H(i). For every j < k ≤ n, we define a
term a′k(i) as follows:
coe1(i.Ak[H(i)/xj, a
′
j+1(i)/xj+1, . . . a
′
k−1(i)/xk−1], xk).
We define ak as a
′
k(right) for all j < k ≤ n.
Now, we define a term b′′ as b′[aj/x
′
j , . . . an/x
′
n]. Then ϕ T∐T0
V
ep(b
′′) =
B′[aj/x
′
j , . . . an/x
′
n]. Moreover, f(ϕ) T∐T2
V
f(b′′) = b. Note that
H ′ = B[H(i)/xj , a
′
j+1(i)/xj+1, . . . a
′
n(i)/xn]
is a homotopy between B and B′[aj/x
′
j , . . . an/x
′
n] which is constant in T ∐ T2.
Thus coel2(H
′, right , b′′, left) is the required lifting of b.
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7. Conclusion
We defined several notions of equivalence between type theories: strict Morita
equivalence, Morita equivalence, and syntactic equivalence. It seems that the notion
of strict Morita equivalence is rather useless due to the fact that there are no natural
nontrivial examples of such an equivalence. The problem stems from the fact that,
to prove that a map is a strict Morita equivalence, we need to work with arbitrary
equations between terms, which prevents us from using techniques associated with
confluent theories. Morita equivalence is the main notion of equivalence between
theories and syntactic equivalence can be seen as a first approximation to this
notion. It might be easier to check that a map is a syntactic equivalence before
tackling the more difficult problem of proving that a map is a Morita equivalence.
The notion of a confluent type theory that we also defined in this paper is very
useful when working with theories syntactically. The reason is that it is very easy to
check when a term of a confluent is defined and when two terms are equivalent. The
latter is true if the terms are defined and reduce to the same term. To check that a
term σ(t1, . . . tk) of a confluent theory is defined, it is enough to check recursively
that subterms t1, . . . tk are defined and that equations that define σ are satisfied.
We also defined a model structure on categories of type theories with the interval
type with Morita equivalences as weak equivalences. This structure can be used
in several ways to prove that a certain map is a Morita equivalence. First of all,
the existence of a model structure implies that Morita equivalences between type
theories with the interval type satisfy the 2-out-of-3 property. We do not know
whether this is true for all type theories. Another useful consequence is that a
Morita equivalence which is a cofibrations is always a homotopy equivalence since
all objects are fibrant in this model structure.
A map between arbitrary type theories can always be factored into a cofibration
followed by a trivial fibration using the small object argument, and we believe it
is often possible to construct such a factorization explicitly. In general, a Morita
equivalence which is a cofibration may not be a homotopy equivalence, but we
believe it is often the case. This leaves us with the question of how to prove that a
map is a trivial fibration. Section 4 is devoted to this question.
To prove that a map f : T1 → T2 is a trivial fibration, it is necessary to show
that, for every pair of terms of T1 which are equivalent in T2, there is a homotopy
between them which is constant in T2. This is usually the most difficult part of a
proof that a map is a trivial fibration. If T2 is confluent, then it is enough to prove
conditions (1) and (2) that appear in subsection 6.2.
There is a problem with this approach. To describe it, let us assume that T1 and
T2 have the same function symbols. Suppose that we have a reduction t[a/x]⇒T2,ϕ
t[b/x], where a reduces to b in T2, but not in T1. To prove (1), we need to find
a term s of T1 such that f(s) = t[b/x]. Since T1 and T2 have the same function
symbols, this means that s must be equal to t[b/x]. The problem is that this term
may not be defined in T1. For example, if t = σ(x, a, refl(a), where σ(x, y, p) is
defined if p : Id(A, x, y), then t[a/x] is defined in T1, but t[b/x] is not.
We solved this problem in subsection 6.2 by replacing all occurrences of a in
the term that we are reducing. This solution also has a problem. To check that
term t[b/x] is defined, we need to verify that various terms are equivalent, that is
reduce to the same term. The problem is that these terms may contain term a
as a subterm after the reduction. This problem does not occur in the case of the
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unit type since we are replacing all subterms of a certain type and it is true that
if t ⇒T1,ϕ s and t does not contain subterms of some type, then this is also true
for s. This argument does not work if a ⇒T2,ϕ b is a usual reduction rule such as
app(A,B, λ(A′, b), a)⇒T2,ϕ b[a].
The last problem does not occur if T1 does not have reduction rules apart from
typing axioms and the rules for subst . So we could try to use this argument to
give an explicit construction of cofibrant replacement for some theories. We believe
that it is often possible to replace reduction rules of a theory with propositional
equalities to get a cofibrant replacement. The problem is that we cannot assume
that theory has the interval type since the theory of the interval type has nontrivial
reduction rules. It is difficult to show that various constructions of a theory with
the interval type preserve homotopies, but we believe that it can be done.
Finally, let us describe another idea that can be used to prove that a map
f : T1 → T2 (between theories with the interval type) is a trivial fibration. We
can modify conditions (1) and (2) slightly so that we do not have to assume that
T1 does not have any reduction rules. Consider a reduction rule of the form
σ(a, t2, . . . tk) ⇒T2,ϕ σ(b, t2, . . . tk), where σ(a, t1, . . . tk) is a term defined in T1.
Then the following term is also defined in T1:
t′ = σ(b, coe0(i. A2[h], t1), . . . coe0(i. Ak[h], tk)),
where A1, . . .Ak are terms such that
∧
1≤i≤k epi(xi) = Ai T1
x1,...xk
σ(x1, . . . xk) ↓
and i : I ⊢ h : A1 is a homotopy between a and b. Similar construction can be used
in the more general case of the reduction t[a/x]⇒T2,ϕ t[b/x].
Terms t′ and t[b/x] are equivalent in T2, but they are not equal. Thus we have to
modify condition (1) so that we can construct a term in T1 which is not necessarily
equal to t[b/x] in T2, but still is sufficiently close to it. More specifically, t
′ may
contain additional applications of coe0(i. A,−) inserted in t[b/x] such that A is a
trivial homotopy in T2. To apply this method, we need to solve to problems. The
first one is that the term in T1 does not match a term in T2 strictly, so it might
be more difficult to construct a homotopy in T1 corresponding to a reduction rule
of T2. The second problem is that we need to modify (2) accordingly and it seems
that this problem is more serious.
Let us say in conclusion that even though we developed the basic theory of
Morita equivalences between type theories it seems that there is much more to be
done as we discussed in this section. Also, it seems that most of this theory is not
related to type theories and can be generalized to arbitrary partial Horn theories.
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